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ELDER INTERVIEW
Since my brother and I were very young, my grandfather, Daniel Trousdale, pushed us
to get more involved in the tribe, and the more I grow to be a part of this community, the more
I understand the meaning behind it. For him, being Potawatomi is more than just a thing to check
off his list, and it’s even more than just a thing to tell people. To him the tribe is a part of him,
one that helps him and inspires him every day. To him, being Potawatomi is something that stays
with you throughout your life and creates a lot of the person you are going to become.
Being so far away from Shawnee, it is difficult for him to be a more involved member of
the tribe and relive traditions. It makes it even more difficult living where we do. Even though
we have the Moapa Indian Reservation, the involvement there is not as inviting as he would like
it to be, but if the opportunity arises, he would gladly come and work with the tribe. The Citizen
Potawatomi Nation (CPN) has given him so much like health care and prescriptions, which help
him a lot.
It meant a lot to him when my brother and I got enrolled in the tribe because to him,
tradition needs to continue to be passed on between generations. He feels it is most important
to pass on the original traditions and not focus so much on modern day ethics. He has been very
involved with Native history dating back to the years before relocation when we first
encountered the white men. My family has been a part of a mountain man rendezvous group,
so we have been exposed to the combination of older European and Native American culture.
He feels that is the part in history that should be talked about because that’s a big part of where
we came from and continued surviving through the relocation; if we had not allied with the
French, it is likely we would have been taken over and we wouldn’t have been able to become
self-sufficient and later self-governed.
The tribe today has become very strong and self-sufficient and he feels the only thing
we can do at this point is to work together, not just as one individual tribe but as a coalition of
all tribes, and become stronger than the government to avoid getting taken over. The
government should not have control over what Native Americans do, and it is up to us to fix it.
What we have done so far as CPN is only the beginning to a stronger, more self-reliant tribe.
My grandpa is who I look to most when it comes to embracing my tribal identity. He
talked about how, when people try to call him out on his native identity, he turns it back around
on them. Most if not all people identify as something other than American or white. Often, they
will claim an Irish identity, German identity, etc. And really, they are no different in that aspect.
If that is how they truly feel and identify who is he to say yes or no? He embraces his Native
heritage heavily and encourages all others to do the same because that is who you are on the
inside, and I look up to him for that. If it weren’t for him, I wouldn’t be claiming my Potawatomi
heritage or reaching out to become a greater part of my native community.

PROJECT
To me, education has always been very important. Based on my own personal
experience in Las Vegas, Nevada, when it comes to Native American history, the schools are
slacking in educating our youth of what actually happened. When I was taught “Native American
history,” all our teachers taught was about the Trail of Tears, and the first Thanksgiving. When
they explained the Cherokee Trail of Tears, they taught that some tribes were relocated and
provided a whitewashed version of the hardships they went through. As well, the instruction on
the first Thanksgiving was extremely whitewashed, and I had no idea until just recently. The sad
truth is, however, that many students and even adults today don’t know the whole truth of
Native history and struggles. It is because of this that my partner, Katie Darvin, and I saw value
in creating a history lesson that would teach the true history of Native Americans and what
really happened to them through their struggles.
The purpose of creating this history lesson is to ensure students are not being taught
false information. Our project will consist of a short history lecture that outlines the story of the
Potawatomi Trail of Death to create a background on the topic. From there, the students will
move into a card game, like The Oregon Trail, titled “660,” which represents the number of
miles the Potawatomi marched. Much like the Oregon Trail, which is a card game that illustrates
that journey through multiple scenarios that decide your character’s destiny, our version
requires students to receive different cards stating their conditions such as location, land
terrain type, money available and supplies to set up where they will be in the situation. Then
they will receive two or three predicament cards, which introduces issues such as what the
federal government did or did not give. At this point in the game, the teacher will take a break
from the game to show a video that plays a few different stories and personal accounts from
peoples’ time during the relocations. After the video ends, the teacher will finish the game by
handing out the 6th Fire Card, which will briefly explain what happened to the generations that
endured this pain. Each card will have different outcomes that all relate and illustrate how the
mentality of “killing the Indian, saving the man” spread. Following the card game, students will
participate in a Socratic seminar led by the teacher or instructor. A Socratic seminar is a
discussion of topics which allows all to participate and think critically of the text or concepts
presented. Generally, the teacher or advisor will ask open-ended questions to allow discussion
within the group. Students can answer the questions how they see fit, comment on another
student’s response and overall think more deep and critical than they otherwise would. Some
topics that will be discussed are: reflections of their outcomes, what they learned, how they feel
about what happened on the Trail of Death, and how they feel it has influenced today’s culture
and generations. After their discussion, the teacher will show the second part of the video that
explains a reflection of today’s culture explained by some fellow Potawatomi Leadership
Program students.
To execute this, we first needed to create a lesson plan that outlines all of what would
happen within the lesson and what standards it will meet to be used in a classroom. While we
designed the lesson to be used at a 6th grade level, it could be utilized in any situation. We have
contacted a Citizen Potawatomi 6th grade teacher at Shawnee Middle School, Cheyenne
Branscum, who agreed to work with us on this project, give us feedback, and implement it in her
classroom. In addition to the classroom lesson, we plan on making it accessible to anyone within
the tribe as an online resource and allowing teachers to access it and use it in their classrooms.

All of the documents would available to print from an online folder so that a teacher will be able
to print out the materials. We will have all game instructions included, guidelines for the Socratic
seminar, other thought questions, and the main points of the history lecture. It will be a free
resource to facilitate expanding one’s knowledge on tribal history, which in my opinion is highly
important.
The purpose for our project was primarily to expand a clearer knowledge and education
to the surrounding schools and eventually a deeper understanding of Native history to the
nation. After some more thought, we felt it necessary to expand the opportunity for everyone
to be able to access this lesson and educate themselves on the history. Again, education is very
important, especially when it comes to educating our youth. A lot of what they are taught in
schools in the social studies subject is whitewashed and severely limited for whatever reason,
which presents a danger to their knowledge as well as the culture. When people make
uneducated assumptions and comments about one’s culture, it becomes cultural appropriation,
which in turn hurts those who belong to that culture and community. I have dealt with this
firsthand and believe it is unfai, because it is the minority cultures that get appropriated; the
cultures that are not mentioned or briefly discussed and white washed within schools are the
ones that generally are appropriated, and that needs to change. By coming up with this project,
I can only hope it is the beginning for change.
Being here in the PLP, learning about my culture and being exposed to all the things I
wouldn’t otherwise be exposed to has opened my eyes to a lot of information I otherwise would
never have known. It is because of this that I feel it is vital people to be educated truly. I feel
with the likely success of this one lesson it is possible that it can be expanded on a much larger
scale, with an online source with multiple lessons that some members of the tribe can put
together for the community. In doing so, we are increasing education and reducing the amount
of appropriation our culture goes through and has gone through for many years.

REFLECTION
When I first came out to Shawnee, Oklahoma for the Potawatomi Leadership Program
(PLP), I had no idea what to expect, and frankly I was terrified. I’m not the kind of person who
opens up easily or who gets along well with everybody. Back home, I spend most of my time at
school or at work trying to get my stuff done and I go back to my house to sleep; there is not
much time in my schedule to socialize. So, when I first got accepted, I grew anxious. But as soon
as I met up with Christina, Conner and Kabl at DFW airport, all my worries went away. I knew I
was going to be with a great group of people and that this was going to be one of the greatest
experiences of my life. I came in thinking I would learn about as much as I would in mediocre
high school class, but I have never been more wrong about anything. I learned a lot about myself
as a person, the community I belong to within this tribe, and my culture.
Being from Vegas and living so far away from the tribe here in Shawnee, it has always
been difficult to be involved. I’ve always known I was Potawatomi, and I’ve wanted to know more
about my heritage, but it never seemed possible or available because of my location. I’ve always
had an interest in my culture and traditions, but after not being exposed and then coming out
here and having access to all of these different ceremonial tasks, songs, prayers, etc., it was all
foreign to me. I was nervous but thrilled when I finally got into it. It was one of those experiences
where I just feel like my true self and like I belonged somewhere. It made me realize that I do
belong somewhere and with someone, which means a lot to me. Being exposed to these
traditions opened my eyes to so much. It’s one thing to know it exists, but it’s another to feel it
exist. That feeling is something that I have experienced after coming out here and learning with
my fellow PLP.
I’m proud to say I think I have found a career within the tribe, and it would be an honor
to serve the tribe and give back all they have given to myself and my family. I was beyond
impressed and in awe with how the tribe functions as their own sovereign nation and just
amazed at the kind of work everyone puts in to help all tribal members and Natives alike as well
as their surrounding communities. I’ve gained a new respect and appreciation for the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation. I was most in awe during our self-governance session and talking with that
department. It truly opened my eyes to all our tribe has gone through and how we have grown
as a people.
My life was also changed after talking to Janet Draper and Connie Lobato from Indian
Child Welfare. What they and their whole department do for children and families is far beyond
what words can explain and describe. To even think about what these families go through on a
daily basis breaks my heart, but knowing they are there to reach out and help those people
makes them true heroes to me. Before coming out for the PLP, I was completely against going
into family law even though I knew there were people out there who needed it. I didn’t think I
could handle it, but the more time I got to spend talking to ICW, the more I realize that these
individuals need someone passionate and caring to help be their voice, and I want to be their
voice. I realize I am willing to not only be their voice, but, to the best of my ability, carry their
weight and troubling pain on my back so they don’t have to.
The PLP has given me many opportunities that I wouldn’t otherwise have gotten the
chance to experience. I was able to tour multiple tribal enterprises and learn all about what the
CPN has to offer. It is astonishing to think of how successful the tribe has become in even just
the past few years. I have had the honor of meeting and talking with Chairman Barrett and Vice

Chairman Capps, who are both genuinely smart and wonderful people. I had the opportunity to
job shadow tribal attorney George Wright and learn about how the tribe’s legal system
functions as well as what responsibilities they have. It was interesting to hear his input and
advice about going to law school and what to do to become an attorney. I would like to become
an attorney for Indian Child Welfare, and I learned a lot more about where to go and what to
do, so I am very appreciative of him sharing his wisdom with me.
I never thought I’d be able to truly admit to myself and express with full confidence that
I am Potawatomi because it has not been a very big part of my childhood and was just something
I could say I was. But being a part of the PLP has changed my whole perspective on my heritage.
I see my Native American identity as a part of me and a community I want to grow and become
a bigger part of. I want to be able to teach my little brother the ways of the tribe and convince
him to reach out and learn more like I did. Truthfully, I have to thank my grandfather, Daniel
Trousdale, for encouraging my dad and myself to enroll my brother and me and pushing me to
reach out and learn more. I am forever grateful for his influence. I also would like to thank my
dad for supporting me and pushing me to reach out and learn more about my heritage. Even
though it isn’t a big part of our household, it is definitely a part of us deep down that we will
never forget.
Being Potawatomi is more than just a word on a paper. It is traditions and cultural
teachings from many years back being passed down and taught to younger children in hopes of
keeping tradition alive. It is the realization of what our ancestors went through so we could be
here today. Being Potawatomi is embracing your culture and being a part of this great
community. It is being proud of where you come from. I can honestly say after the experiences
I have gone through and the more I learned, I am proud of being Potawatomi. Before coming
to the PLP, I didn’t know what to expect from the experience. I was extremely nervous and
anxious, but also excited to see what I would gain from this experience. I gained far more
knowledge, experience and wisdom than I had expected and I am forever grateful to have been
accepted.

CHRISTINA FOSTER
Smithville, MO

ELDER INTERVIEW
As a child, my mother, Mary Foster, was always fascinated by Native Americans. She
loved when they “studied Indians in school, but was disappointed when very little in [their]
history units talked about the Potawatomi.” It was always important to her to be a Citizen
Potawatomi Nation (CPN) member because it allowed her “to identify with one part of [her]
culture.” When she was younger, she wasn’t allowed to be a tribal member because her birthday
missed the cut-off date that was the “rule/criteria” of the time, yet her brothers were able to
be members since they were several years older than her. She “did not understand why they
could be recognized as full members of the tribe when [she] could not.” My mother was
overjoyed when the rule was changed and immediately enrolled.
She was extremely proud to be a CPN member like her brothers, mother, and other
relatives, so naturally she often told others about it. When she would share what nation she
belonged to, most people didn’t know what she was talking about or hadn’t heard about the
Potawatomi at all, so when the Citizen Potawatomi Nation started having regional meetings
once a year in the Kansas City area to connect with tribal members, my mother was more than
ecstatic. Her mother would attend these meetings with my mom and her father in tow; her
brothers were encouraged to attend as well but were less interested. She “attended many of
those yearly meetings and learned something new each time.”
When she was in her early twenties, my mother and her parents decided to travel to
Shawnee to attend the Inter-Tribal Powwow put on by the CPN. She said that “the dancing, the
colorful regalia, and the drum circle made [her] feel like [she] had come home.” The music made
by the drum and its singers reached her soul. She felt connected, and it left her wanting to be
“part of the dancing.” My mom has danced social dances at the CPN Family Reunion Festival
when she took my family and me, but she never got into competition dancing.
Aside from dancing, other parts of our culture are very important to her as well. My
mother was so excited when the Tribe started bringing back the language and providing other
opportunities to learn about the culture at the Family Reunion Festival. She and my father, Eric,
“dragged [me] along to language classes with [them],” visited the Cultural Heritage Center when
it first opened, and attended a few regional meetings. My mom is very glad I have been able to
learn more about our culture and keep it alive, though she doesn’t realize that she kept it alive
as well. She is the reason I’m attending the Potawatomi Leadership Program and why I am so
passionate about my heritage.

PROJECT
For the group project, Xaviera Stevens and I have decided to propose the
implementation of a Citizen Potawatomi Nation vlog. A vlog is a regularly updated website or
page in video format that tends to be presented in an informal or conversational fashion. The
idea is to reach out to younger tribal members to get them more interested and involved in
what is going on with our tribe, learn more about their cultural heritage, and learn about things
going on in the tribe that aren’t strictly local to its headquarters. There are several CPN tribal
members that don’t live in the Shawnee area and I’m sure many feel disconnected from the
tribe just as I did prior to coming to this program. According to Pew Research Center, only
seventeen percent people around the ages of 18-34, don’t read newspapers and are mainly get
their news through videos, podcasts, and blogs. We’ve briefly touched on the Seven Fires
prophecies and it is believed we are entering or are in the Seventh Fire, which deals with the
youth of our tribe bringing back parts of our culture that have been lost. In order to fulfill this
prophecy, our youth need to be interested and involved with our Nation.
The CPN vlog would consist of a modernized, short-cut version of the Hownikan, a
cultural teaching, and an interview with someone about a topic related to the rest of the video
content. We’ve been informed that social media content is shared throughout multiple sources
of media, so the vlog would not only exist on the Citizen Potawatomi Nation YouTube channel
but also the Facebook page, Tumblr, etc. This would help spread publicity for the vlog while
also just getting the news out to different people.
We’ve researched the cost and time a monthly vlog would take. Our estimates show that
it would cost up to $10,000 initially for high quality equipment, but after that it would require
little to no money to run. It would also take maybe a little more than half a day to complete per
month. It is a large investment at first but will pay off in the long run and help to maintain the
high quality that the Public Information Department has worked so hard to create. And as long
as the department collaborates all on the same day, it shouldn’t take up too much of the
workday to complete and they wouldn’t have to hire additional people. They could also create
most of the script for the vlog as they are writing for the Hownikan, cutting down on the time it
would take to write and edit the script, which all-together took Xavi and I two hours. We’ve also
created a video example of what the vlog could potentially look like, sort of aiming for a Crash
Course-esque style of news video, presented in an informal or conversational manner.
We are proposing that the vlog is just a stepping stone to a larger website. We hope it
will eventually expand into something similar to National Public Radio, which has access to
several types of media. However, we don’t want to overwhelm people with something so
complex to start off with. It’s also better to start small and specific than big and broad so people
know exactly what they’ll be getting. Focusing first on adding a vlog to the CPN’s media
repertoire will allow for a foundation to be created. Once it has been well established,
expansion can occur in such a way that is not so overwhelming that will turn people away from
it. Ultimately the idea has been to modernize news output of the tribe and educate the
upcoming generations of their culture and tribal affairs so that they will become more involved
with the Citizen Potawatomi Nation regardless of where they reside.

REFLECTION
Coming into the Potawatomi Leadership Program, I never expected to be so impacted
by the experience and the people. I don’t think I’ve ever bonded with a group of people so
quickly or so closely in my life. The friends I’ve made here are friends I’ve made for life.
Becoming immersed in our culture together has brought us all closer. Aside from the bonds I’ve
formed, I’ve also learned a lot about our Potawatomi culture and now feel confident when I tell
people “Bodéwadmi ndaw,” that I am Potawatomi.
I was hesitant coming into this experience, afraid I’d have trouble making friends or
relating to the governmental sessions of the program. Pleasantly surprising to me was the ease
I had with everything I thought would be hard. The self-governance session was very intriguing
to me. They gave us an activity that challenged me, which is something I love, and I actually
understood and was interested in learning more about tribal government because of that
session, so when it came to the legislative meeting I felt very comfortable and stimulated. I loved
being able to contribute to the legislative meeting by suggesting an idea for tribal voting, an idea
that was actually praised and taken into consideration. In that moment, I felt that I was truly part
of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation and that I belonged in the Potawatomi Leadership Program.
Although I did really enjoy learning about the governmental aspects of the CPN, learning
about the cultural, artistic, and ceremonial practices of our tribe has been the highlight of the
experience. I learned further about what our ancestors had to endure. I had known about the
Trail of Death but not about all of its intricacies and what occurred before and after. The
importance of the numbers seven and four in our tribe was revealed to me, and I loved learning
about the Seven Grandfathers, the Seven Fires, the four sacred medicines, and the four
directions. I am also very interested in the different types of dancing styles as I have danced
since I was four years old, so when we got to go to a dance class I was more than thrilled. As
someone who is used to very active styles of dance, it can be easily assumed that I would be
drawn to fancy dancing. The fluidity of the movements drew me in and inspired me to
choreograph a group fancy dance when I get back to college as a project to spread cultural
awareness to help prevent appropriation of Native culture and to give people some general
knowledge of our tribe.
I’ve also always been very intrigued by languages and was very excited that we would
be taking language classes while attending the PLP. It’s very important that our Nation’s
language is preserved, so I feel it is important for me to learn the tongue of my ancestors. I’m
far from fluent, but I plan to continue working on and learning the language so that I may help
preserve one of our tribe’s largest distinguishing factors. I’ve always been a huge lover of corn:
creamed, canned, on the cob, cornbread, corn nuggets, popcorn, corn casserole, you name it. I
was delighted to learn the Potawatomi word for corn, mdamen, specifically translates to “that
miraculous seed.” It may sound trivial, but it means a lot to me, and it helps show how our
ancestors valued nature.
I’ve been lucky enough to experience how our ancestors placed value on nature during
ceremonies. Attending a moon ceremony, a sweat, and multiple naming ceremonies, including
my own, meant more than words can describe. I learned so much about cultural practices in
these ceremonies that I will definitely pass on to my family. My time here has made me
appreciate the CPN immensely and want to pass on what I have learned here. I am grateful for
having been chosen for this experience, and I will never forget it or the bonds I’ve formed while

here. While here, I’ve written a spoken word poem that I’d like to close with. It’s called
“Bodéwadmi Ndaw”:
I am a walking contradiction of races
I am both those who stole lands and whose lands were stolen
Both spreading my culture and losing it
Both peaceful and violent
Both killer and victim
Nishokmeshen. Help me.
I choose to side with my Native brothers and sisters
Bodéwadmi ndaw. I am Potawatomi.
My people were moved, herded like cattle, ripped from our home, left raw, freshly seasoned
for Daniel’s lions,
forced into land just to have it plucked from our already-bleeding fingers
Nishokmeshnak. Help us.
I stand proud as a Native Indian, blossoming with tribal identity and fervor, ardently welcomed
and accepted.
My ancestors had not the same luxury.
Forced into Native anonymity
Stricken with the fear of a rabbit in a fox’s den,
Waiting for the moment they were exposed
and punished for transgressions of unmerited law
Law created out of cowardice
out of weakness
out of spineless fear
Law we overcame
Law that buckled under the weight of our sovereign Nation
Law that fulfilled the Fifth and Sixth Fires, allowing the entrance into our Seventh
A Fired that will burn bright with our cultural rejuvenation
Crackling with the sound of a thousand prayers
Migwetch Mamogosnan
Migwetch Meshomes
Migwetch Nokmes
Mishen serenity with the veins of Mother Earth.
And mishen spirit with the Fire that we Keep.

CONNOR BICKFORD
Olathe, KS

ELDER INTERVIEW: ONE WOMAN, ONE FLAME
Wilma Pauline Martin Bickford. A strong and fearless eighty-one-year-old woman. A
loving wife, mother of four, and a faithful Catholic. A Potawatomi Indian: descendent of the
Navarre family. Granddaughter of Edith J. Burns (Martin) and daughter of Paul and Nellie
Martin, my grandmother Wilma Bickford stands to be the Potawatomi woman whose blood runs
through my own veins. Therefore, I felt it fit to ask the woman who has given me so much of
what it means to be a Potawatomi Indian and a part of the community and family that is the
Citizen Potawatomi Nation.
Wilma always remembered being a Potawatomi, even as a child. “I just always remember
being Indian,” she told me over the phone. “My parents and grandparents would tell me
throughout my childhood and as I grew up, and so I had just always seen myself as Potawatomi.”
While Wilma serves as my own inspirational view of a Potawatomi Indian, I asked her what or
who inspired her to celebrate her heritage. Funny enough, it turned out to be her own
grandmother, Edith. “I always remember Grandma Edith’s passion as a Potawatomi and
celebrating her ancestry, which inspired me to be as prideful and celebratory as she was,” Wilma
said. “She was a great lady and a fearless Catholic.” Wilma was able grow up and live celebrating
her Potawatomi heritage, while some were forced to assimilate and forget where they came
from. For that, she is appreciative and thankful, but also saddened others were not able to
celebrate being Potawatomi as she has.
What does it mean then to be a prideful Potawatomi and member of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation to Wilma Bickford? Is it simply something to be a part of, or is it a source of
identity, a heritage to celebrate, and a family to connect with? Based on her responses above,
the latter describes what it means to Wilma to perfection. “Being a part of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation means so much to me and what they’re doing for the Potawatomi people
everywhere is amazing and I am so thankful,” Wilma shared. “For instance, the benefits I’m able
to receive for things like my medication and my eyewear, the Tribe pays some money for that. I
am just so appreciative for that.” Wilma is extremely thankful for what the Tribe has done not
just for her, but for everyone, and is excited for the future of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation,
both for the work that is continuously being done for its members and the impact of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation in the world.
I hope to give to my children and grandchildren what Wilma has given to her children
and grandchildren in regards to identity as a Potawatomi Indian. For it’s the passing down of the
Potawatomi heritage, whether it be stories, recipes, or any other aspect of the culture, that
keeps that flame burning. And for my family, Wilma is the one who has kept that flame burning.
As a fellow Keeper of the Fire, it should be my responsibility to do the same for the future
generations. Migwetch for reading and celebrating my grandmother, Keeper of the Fire, and
proud Potawatomi, Wilma Bickford.

KAPI CAFÉ: A DREAM AND VISION, ONE CUP AT A TIME
Before I start off on the aspects of the project, I would like to take a quick moment to
thank everyone who helped in the making of this project and presentation. To begin, my project
partner, Dylan Reece, has worked tirelessly alongside myself to get this presentation ready with
every single detail. Next, I would like to thank Richard Driskell, director of Firelake Discount
Foods, Jennifer Bell, head of Public Information, and Dr. Kelli Mosteller, Director of Cultural
Heritage Center, who had worked on this project before Dylan and I even proposed the idea.
Next, I would like to thank Stacey Bennett, head of Purchasing, Richard Brown, Director of
Human Resources, and Bill Smith, Director of Construction, for their input on this project, from
giving analysis on numbers and costs and ultimately helping us gather everything we need for
this project. Finally, I want to thank Tesia Zientek, Director of the Department of Education, and
all in her department for the commitment to education and programs like this that make
projects like Kapi Café a reality.
There we were. Sitting in the North Reunion Hall on the Festival Grounds. Dylan and I
were brainstorming ideas and just as we were about to finish and submit what we had, I throw
on the idea of a Tribal coffee shop at the bottom of the list. Both Dylan and my interests lied
mainly in health and fitness, and this idea was just something else to put on the list. However,
we both shared an overwhelming love and appreciation for coffee. Needless to say, when we
heard that this was a project already in motion to be in Firelake Discount Foods, we immediately
jumped on it and have not looked back since. It may be worth mentioning our other ideas were
great as well, such as a Tribal hospital and expansion on the health center, but the idea of coffee
shop has the most potential of becoming a reality. In short, having a preexisting love for coffee,
proposing the idea, and then hearing it was on its way to becoming a reality, Dylan and I believed
Kapi Café was the way to go.
The advisor of our program, Tesia Zientek, told us she loved our idea and this began our
expedition of hard work, communication, and copious amounts of research. Tesia directed us
to Richard Driskell, whom as Director of Firelake Discount Foods, was already deeply involved
in the project and would be managing the coffee shop. Richard took us on a tour of the property
as well as provided graphics from Jennifer Bell in Public Information. From there, we took what
we were given and hit the ground running.
Richard worked with Jennifer Bell and Dr. Kelli Mosteller on this project before Dylan
and I hopped aboard. We emailed them after meeting with Richard to see what else they had
on the project. Dr. Mosteller provided some beautiful Potawatomi paintings, which we hope to
see a couple become murals on the outside of the property and later when there is coffee shop
to walk into, be displayed on the walls of the shop. Jennifer Bell provided us with logos, signs,
and other graphics and designs that had been already created in the initial stages of the project.
Liking the idea and figuring it would save time, we took that logo and those designs to use in our
presentation. From there, the rest of the project consisted of a lot of thought and fact-checking.
Being avid drinkers of coffee, both Dylan and I have been to quite a few coffee shops.
From getting graphics and knowing what we were working with, we began thinking what it takes
to make a coffee shop. Coffee, machines, employees, and supplies to serve that coffee to that
customer. We contacted the Purchasing Department on pricing for coffee from the vendor,
Henderson Coffee, as well as prices on machines. The Human Resources department was able
to provide costs on employees’ wages for the state of Oklahoma, as well as including the

potentials of promotion and age increase. Once we had our main numbers and the rest of the
content for our presentation, we simply put it together and made it clean-cut and ready to
present. Our total cost for start-up, which includes drive-thru and all equipment and product,
comes out to be about $36,000. This start-up number also includes the first week of wages as
well. Of course, numbers such as product and wages may vary based on shop operations.
My final takeaway from the project overall branches into three parts: the behind-thescenes of a business plan, execution, and the road ahead. I will begin with the behind-the-scenes
branch. There is an unbelievable amount of work that goes into a project, one even as small as
this one. From emailing contacts to planning the presentation and then putting it all together,
the amount of work done for a presentation that may last about five minutes. But it is all worth
it. Every word, picture placement, and image placed in a presentation is done for a reason and
stands for a specific purpose in the presentation. I am excited for simply the opportunity to
present this idea to Tribal leadership, and I believe it will go very well.
The next branch is execution. I hope this project gets approved by leadership to be
executed and become another of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation’s many financial entities, and
a successful one at that. I would like to in some way stay connected to the project as it reaches
construction, but I know that it may be limited in input on the implementation of the shop and
that is okay. I just want to see the project go through and become a reality.
The final branch: the future of this project. While this could be somewhat of an openended subject, I hope to be as clear as I can be in what I foresee for Kapi Café and the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation. I want the coffee shop to be able to provide a service to the community,
whether it be a simple cup of joe at first, or a gathering place for a business meeting or birthday
party in the future when there is a shop location. My goal for this project, no matter what it
became, was to have it benefit the community in some way. And I believe it will. As well, I hope
the shop can be one of the Tribe’s more successful financial entities. Being able to bring in more
money to fund items of concern like housing, healthcare, food, and other Tribal affairs for our
Nation is a humbling thought, and I think the coffee shop can be that extra source of income.
Concluding, this project provided the opportunity for my first works in any sort of
professional work environment. It not only makes me excited for the future of what this project
could become, but shows me how when you have a passion for something and you see it fit to
have that something become a reality, anything is possible if you work hard enough keep your
flame alit.

REFLECTION: FINDING WHO I AM
Bozho,
Migwetch to all for being here in attendance today. It means quite a lot for each of you
to take the time out of your day to listen to my experience within the Potawatomi Leadership
Program, and I truly do appreciate it. I guess my only struggle in writing this essay is being told
to summarize and reflect upon my entire experience in PLP, a total of a little over six weeks, in
a 3-5-page essay. While I believe I can do so, I want you to realize that what you’re reading only
contains so much of what I discovered down here. From exploring my own family to learning
about my people as a whole, the PLP program has enabled me to find part of myself that would
have otherwise been lost, and I am eternally grateful for the opportunity from the Department
of Education, Tribal Leadership, and the Citizen Potawatomi Nation.
Now with my issue earlier about trying to sum-up six weeks in only a few pages, I now
run into the trouble of where to begin. Let’s start with my first culturally-spiritual experience.
We were down at the prayer circle at the end of the driveway of the Sharp House and the fire
that would continue to burn through Festival and even beyond was being lit. As I smudged,
entered, placed tobacco in the fire, and then sat down, I had the feeling there was a large group
of people behind me. It was not something like hearing them or even seeing them, but just
feeling their presence there. What I felt and soon believed was that all my ancestors stood
behind me that day, showing me they were always there to support me with whatever I
encountered. What sealed that feeling was the supporting placement of a gentle hand on my
shoulder, furthermore showing their support from the heavens. Being early in the program, I
took it as a sign I was meant to be here, discovering more about my culture and then sharing it
with world, proudly representing my Potawatomi people wherever I went. And my first
opportunity to represent my Potawatomi people took place at Festival, walking my own family,
the Navarre’s, into Grand Entry to celebrate the Honored Families. Although my father,
grandmother, great aunt, and cousin were right behind me, I could also feel my many other
ancestors right in stride behind us, ensuring the Navarre and Potawatomi flame remained
burning and alive, both in the physical and spiritual world.
There were more moments as well where I was exposed to the culturally-spiritual feeling.
For example, I participated in three sweats while I was down here, and in each one I experienced
not only purification and healing, but could connect with my ancestors. I could feel their pain,
suffering, and challenges they had to face in the short moments. I believe it was the realization
that my pain from the intense heat was only temporary, while their pain was permanent, made
me connect more with my ancestors and allowed me to begin to live through them every day,
celebrating all they had done just so I could be here with the life I have.
The sense of family never went away as the program continued. If anything, it increased
tenfold. That first weekend I had attended church with the Sharp House-mother, Margaret
Zientek. In going to church with Margaret and her own family, as well as tending to the rabbits
on her family farm, I felt a deep connection with Margaret, a connection as if she was family,
and over the time of the program she had become my family. With that connection, I decided
to ask Margaret to name me. Thankfully, she accepted. At the time I was writing this essay, it
was the night before my naming ceremony. I am proud to announce my name to you today.
Baswewe ndezhnekas, which means “Echo Maker,” much like the distinct echo and call of the
noble crane. It is truly an honor to have received my name and know the Creator hears it above.

Now having properly introduced myself, I’d like to continue to discuss how family
became an important part of the program. In my application program, I wrote on how I was
wanting to seek knowing more of my family based on the many I had met in the district meetings
I attended. What this program did for me is to allow me to grow close to ten and more incredible
individuals that have the same Potawatomi blood that runs through my own veins. It is truly
something special. To think six weeks ago I was introduced to these people and now referring
to them as my brothers and sisters is mind-boggling and reinforces the power of both family
and love.
Then there were the little things that made this program simply fantastic. From the neat
parts of the Tribe to the people and other parts of the culture, they were the things that made
me excited to get up every day and learn more and more. For example, the first Tuesday night
when we made moccasins for Festival and then making the hide-hand-drums was the neatest
thing. Being able to create something my ancestors had made for themselves was unimaginable,
and I am appreciative we could experience that as a group.
Aside from the cultural and spiritual events I was able to experience, there were
moments within exploring Tribal departments and job shadowing that made my time down here
everlasting. Within exploring the various Tribal departments, it was visiting the clinics and the
Office of Self-Governance that my interests spiked. My interests were highest in these areas as
one day I plan to attend medical school and become a doctor and upon visiting self-governance
for our session with them, I have seen my interests in Tribal sovereignty increase dramatically.
To begin with, I believe it is unique for the Tribe to provide healthcare to its Tribal members
and employees, providing general medicine, optometry, and dentistry. Coming down here, I had
no idea to how big this medical section of Tribe is, as well as how many lives it impacts. As a
hopeful to-be doctor, it was seeing this and being able to shadow with Dr. Vascellaro that makes
me want to come back upon completing medical school and serve and care for my people.
With the Office of Self-Governance, it astounds me how involved the U.S. government
wants to continue to be in our affairs, when history, specifically our history, has shown how we
are able to not only govern our own people, but excel at doing so and prosper. However, it’s
the people in that office that battle the federal government daily that allows us to continue to
prosper, as well as those in Tribal leadership, elected officials, and the many employees that
keep CPN a well-oiled machine. It’s for their efforts and sacrifices that our beginnings of $500
in a bank account and a trailer have become what we see around us today.
Concluding, I hope that everyone else in this year’s class and future PLPs are able to
experience something similar to what I had while down here. This program, and more
importantly, this Tribe, is a whole sense of identity for many. And it is through this program I
was able to discover, learn, and furthermore, express a part of myself I otherwise would’ve
simply just known was there. And I have this program, and all of you, to thank for that. Migwetch
mine bama pi!

DYLAN REECE
Idabel, OK

ELDER INTERVIEW
For my choice of a Potawatomi elder, the obvious candidate was my father. His name is
Russell Reece, and he was born in Denver, C to my grandparents Jack and Montra Reece. Upon
asking my father what it meant to be Potawatomi to him, he gave me very intriguing answers
and questions. He knows many factual things, such as our history of trading and warfare
alongside European men. However, he was very light on his knowledge of the heritage of the
tribe and where exactly he came from. Altogether, my father truly presented the knowledge
that he has of what it means to be Potawatomi.
Starting off the interview, he said that he is very proud of the fact that he is Potawatomie.
He is proud that we were the first tribe to assimilate with the “white man”, unlike other tribes.
This includes the tribe’s actions such as trading and bargaining with the white settlers. He knows
we were a very resourceful tribe that could network better than most, not only with neighboring
tribes, but with the white man as well. “We were a good race of people who, although were
small, were able to hold their own”, he said. He feels as though we are able to use those same
networking skills today to help in our careers and businesses. We can use the same kind of
respect and networking abilities to connect with people of all races and ethnicities. He believes
this is how the tribe became so well off before and paved the way for our future today.
Another interesting fact was that he knows the value of race for each individual and that
our makeup is comprised of different races that make us who we are. He believes our whole is
better than the sum of our parts, and Potawatomi adds to it. He is proud of where we came
from as a tribe, even though he has a lot that he doesn't know about the tribe a whole. He
believes the tribe is doing fantastic job monetarily and is ahead of other tribes in that respect.
He feels very strongly about tribal affairs and government, and feels it is his duty as a tribal
member to be actively involved in their politics. He believes we are one of the best tribes out
there despite our size and shortcomings. My father has worked for the Choctaw Health Clinic
for 20 years, so he has been very astute in tribal knowledge, just not that of his own tribe. He
feels as though that he has been deprived of a lot of his own tribal culture through his time
there and longs to know his own heritage more deeply.
All in all, my father is proud of his Native American heritage, and the fact that he can call
himself a Potawatomi. Even though he may not be that connected or knowledgeable about his
tribe altogether, he is still eager to learn about it as much as possible. He was always willing to
tell anybody about his heritage and was never ashamed of it. All my life, he had told me all he
had ever known about the Potawatomi. I am just glad that now I get to go back home and return
the favor.

PROJECT
My project is the installation of the Kapi Cafe, a Potawatomi influenced coffee shop right
here on tribal lands. This idea came from the inspiration of all the tribal entities that we, the
Potawatomi Leadership Program (PLP), had the privilege of getting to view thoroughly. With all
the rich and extensive industry taking place within the tribe, my partner, Connor Bickford, and
I came up with an innovative idea for the Citizen Potawatomi Nation to gain additional revenue.
This is essential for tribal development and to help the tribe grow in diversity. With these goals
in mind, my partner and I knew we had to start right away finding the accounting fix for the
operation, as well as networking with different departments and businesses to gain as much
resources as we could. In the end, we found our efforts to pay off into a promising project that
could eventually turn into a huge asset for the tribe.
Connor and my project is the implementation of a coffee shop on the south side of the
Firelake Discount Foods store here on tribal lands. This space was originally the first smoke
shop the tribe established. Once the old shop moved out, the space was left vacant for several
years, and has been used as an office and storage room for the store. The window and drive
thru area are still in perfect condition for an enterprise to set up residents, and a cafe would be
prime at this location due to the fact that it is right off the major highway. This will provide easy
access for the people who are already in a rush to get to work, school, etc. With all the
enterprises the tribe already has, this will bring more revenue on the grounds that most coffee
shops on average produce $66,000 a year. We plan to have this cafe to bring that possible
revenue into the tribe, and hopefully look to become a hotspot on Oklahoma road maps in the
future.
When Connor and I were first paired together, we connected right off the bat and begin
sparking many ideas off of each other. We started having talks about possibly implementing
information for the formation of A CPN hospital here on tribal lands. Another idea was
behavioral health seminars and outreach groups for the community. These were all good ideas
individually, but once we received more insight on them, we found that the tribe had already
made great leaps on both of these projects that would greatly outweigh any contribution we
could form with the remaining time. With our ideas at a standstill, we spouted off more ideas to
each other to try and find a lasting solution to any problem that afflicted the people of the area.
We both had expressed how much we loved coffee, and then we began to think about how
everyone loves coffee. Thus, our coffee shop idea took roots, and we began work on it
immediately. We were both very enthusiastic about this project idea, so we knew we would
have no trouble using our time to make this idea become a reality. Our vision for the coffee
shop is basic, but still very well thought out. We plan to have it start out as a walk up/drive thru
area that can provide quick access to the surrounding community. On average, most people
tend to drink coffee in the morning or throughout the day to help with energy and alertness for
different tasks. The nearest one for the communities south of Shawnee is a little establishment
called Heavenly Grind. For the communities that are farther South, Kapi Cafe would provide a
closer location for the beverage they love so much.
Needless to say, there was not a tremendous amount of time to get this project in
motion, so me and Connor hit the ground running. We began to contact everyone we could to
find out how to get this project started. We met with the director of the discount stores, Richard
Driskell, to speak with him about the project idea we had, and to see how realistic it would be.

We found ourselves in shock as he began showing us images and logos that had already been
presented before for this idea. He told us how the idea has already been proposed before and
had fizzled out overtime. We loved the images and appearance that had been suggested before,
so with those in hand, Richard explained to us that the only thing we had to do now was find
out the numbers of cost and present it to tribal leadership. As soon as we got back from the
meeting, we began researching to find the pricing of equipment, payroll, etc. We learned an
important thing that day: it takes money to make money. The equipment was a hefty expense
in the budget, but not too much to where it would dampen the flow of the idea. We compiled
all the information we found into a PowerPoint presentation that we will submit to tribal
leadership to try and win their vote for this newest and very promising enterprise.
Not only has the Potawatomi Leadership Program been an incredible learning
experience, but this project assignment has instilled in me a new found knowledge and passion
for the business world. I have learned about the importance of networking skills in the
workplace. It is so key and vital to make sure the logistics of a project or assignment are running
smoothly, and networking helps us to do just that. I have also learned the respect I now have
for the workers who conduct research for a living. We only researched for a short portion of
time compared to those who conduct research as a career, and that alone was enough for me.
I learned that hard work can turn a simple idea of possibly opening up a coffee shop into actually
opening up that shop to the public. Finally, as cliché as it may sound, I learned the value of
teamwork in a deeper perspective. As my partner and I are working on this project together,
we are also having to live with each other. Both of those bring their own complications and
mishaps, but the more we continue to grow and communicate with one another, we learn how
to operate better in our project and in life. In the end, this project will implement a service to
the community, and will have provided a learning experience that Connor and I will be proud
to hang our hats on.

REFLECTION
Ndoshiptom, eagle aviaries, self-governance, tribal industries, and Indian tacos. All of
these are things that didn't mean anything to me before coming to the Potawatomi Leadership
Program. I would have never knew about the Potawatomi government and how it is working
diligently every day to obtain money and grants for tribal enterprises. I would have never been
able to fully experience the feeling of real, authentic regalia fitted with custom made leather
moccasins. Most importantly, I would have never tasted the succulent flavor of Mama Zientek's
fantastic fry bread tacos. These are just a few of the experiences that my fellow PLPs and I have
had the opportunity to venture through together, and I know they share the same gratitude as
I do. We have honed our leadership skills, learned a more in depth sense of our culture, and
have made our own mark on the Citizen Potawatomi Nation as a whole, as well as in our
individual teams.
The first time I had ever heard of the Potawatomi Leadership Program was the year of
2016 when I had received the informative packet that explained what exactly the program was.
Once I was done reading it, I was blown away by the amazing experience that I could be a part
of. I worked hard on my application, but with working full time and prepping for college that
upcoming fall, I lost sight of this dream in pursuit of getting my college career started. After my
first year of college, I found myself longing for a passionate experience that I could really hang
my hat on. After a time spent in prayer about my next move to make in life, it wasn't long after
that I had received the same informative packet about the PLP and found that I was still eligible
for acceptance. I was thrilled to find this out and once again rushed to get my application in.
After a few weeks of waiting that seemed like forever, I received a call from Dennette
Summerlin, who told me I was accepted. I was so excited. I immediately told my girlfriend and
family about this achievement and began to mentally prepare myself for this upcoming
adventure. Once college had ended, the days until the program started seemed to lessen more
and more. I knew I would be leaving many important things behind like my girlfriend, family, and
my car, but I knew that this is where God was leading me to go. When it came time to leave, I
had a sense of sadness but equal joy leaving for 6 weeks. I had finally arrived from the three and
a half hour car ride and one of the first faces I see when I get here was Mama Zientek. This is
the house mother, Margaret Zientek, who would be watching after the house and keeping us in
line for the next six weeks. After introducing ourselves and giving out the reimbursement checks
for travel, she led me and my parents inside of the Sharp House we had heard all about. This is
where we learned about administrative details such as what the program will entail, things about
the house, etc. After the tour, my parents left and the other PLP’s and myself began our journey
into the next six weeks. Although we thought we had heard everything about the program and
had it pretty well mapped out, we couldn't have anticipated the experience we were about to
have.
Some of our greatest times weren’t out doing recreational activities like most during the
summer. Our most memorable experiences were found within the tribal enterprises and
learning more about our culture as a whole. One of our first tasks after updating our wardrobe
the first weekend here was to put our new clothing into action and attend numerous sessions
as a way to learn about the tribe’s businesses. The first place we actually visited was arguably
one of the most important factors to the tribe today, the Office of Self-Governance. This
department fundamentally opened my eyes to how the tribe obtained resources, as well as it

did for my peers. I have learned how without this department, the tribe wouldn't have half of
the business or functions that we see every day. The strained relationships between the federal
government and the tribes today, as well as the oppression that expenses add to the strain,
show how much this department really has to go through day to day. Through this constant
struggle, we can see tribal entities such as the Department of Education. This branch of the
tribe awarded a total of $5,542,000 worth of scholarships last year, of which I was one of the
recipients. This is a tremendous help not only to me, but to all tribal members who are seeking
higher education. As we all know, education is never cheap, so I owe a debt of gratitude to the
Office of Self-Governance and the Department of Education for helping me in my personal
endeavors. They are a true blessing from God.
The cultural aspect of this program is undoubtedly the trademark of the experience.
Nowhere else could one find a better learning perspective on the inside of the tribe than
through the PLP. Through countless ceremonies and cultural teachings, I have learned a deeper
understanding of my tribe and ancestors. An example of this would have to be the regalia I
mentioned earlier. We had our own regalia made from scratch from Margaret Zientek in
accordance to our preferences and here expert opinion. These are beautiful ribbon shirts
intended for special occasions and ceremonies. The article of clothing that sticks out the most
to me however, is the traditional moccasins that we had to make the first week. Made from
buckskin, the moccasins are held together by a double stitch of sinew and woven into a pucker
toe fashion. Though these may not be the latest trends seen in Paris, they gave me an idea of
the type of clothing my ancestors used to have to wear. They would have had no more than two
centimeters of leather to walk on the hard, unknown ground whenever they went on hunts or
gathered food. This was a way to link the past to the future for me. I could actually see how far
the tribe has come from leather moccasins, to the largest tribally owned bank in the nation. This
connection was groundbreaking, and opened my mind to all the possibilities for the future of
CPN.
I consider myself very blessed by God to have received this opportunity to learn about
my heritage, as well as enhance my knowledge of the business world. I have learned valuable
skills and life lessons throughout, that will not only help me in my job, but just throughout life in
general. I have grown as an effective leader that will be able to make informed and rational
decisions in my career one day, and be able to lead others to do the same. I now see my culture
under new light, and see all the thriving that has once come out of suffering of the tribe. Just as
it has been said, “How can you know where you’re going until you know where you came from”,
I believe we all have found a better sense of direction from this experience of the Potawatomi
Leadership Program.

GREGORY MURPHY
Valley Center, CA

ELDER INTERVIEW
The person that I interviewed was my grandmother, Claudia Ellis. Her maiden name is Gregson,
our family name. I spoke to her on the phone on Thursday, July 13, 2017, and I only had one
question for her. What does it mean to you to be a member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation
(CPN)? What she began to tell me was unbelievable about her past, present and even the future
of her involvement with the CPN.
During the phone interview, she had a lot to say about her father, my great-grandpa, and
his past growing up in Trousdale, OK. However, now that is not really a town anymore. When
my grandmother and I visited in October of 2016, we found his old house he grew up in, and we
both thought that was amazing. While on the phone she stated, “For many years, my dad did
not talk much about his life or relatives. I remember when I was in 5th grade and we were
discussing who our ancestors were, some of the kids talked about how their ancestors came
from Europe on this boat and that boat.” She continued, “I was sad because my parents didn’t
talk about any ancestors coming over on boats. My dad looked at me and said, ‘Just tell them
your ancestors were here to meet their ancestors.’ That was the first time my dad ever
mentioned our Native American heritage.” Hearing that was crazy to think about because
before my Great-grandpa passed away, he talked a lot about being Native American.
She then talked about having kids and eventually grandchildren and how she wanted us
to know about our Native culture. She stated, “I wanted them to know about their Native
American heritage. My grandson at about age 11 became very interested in his heritage and
spent many hours talking with his great-granddad about life and the members of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation. By reading books about the Potawatomi Nation, I have found that our
ancestry may be the reason my Dad, Grandson, and myself love outdoors, nature, and animals.”
That is when I began to be interested in Potawatomi culture, and my grandmother started
becoming interested in the culture as well.
My family and I began thinking more and more of our Native culture, and we all wanted
to become more involved because we all love our Granddad, which is where we got the
Potawatomi blood from. My grandmother said, “Being a member of the Citizen Potawatomi
Nation helps me understand why I am living and make the choices to do some of the things I do
and have done over the years. It has given me the opportunity to learn more about my parents,
grandparents, great grandparents and aunts, uncles, and cousins. With social media today, I
have been able to make friendships with other tribal members. I can read a book and think
about how some of the events written are part of my life. When I see a bald eagle, turtle, or
other creatures I realize that part of me relates to the animals in ways shared by my Potawatomi
ancestry.”
My grandmother also talked a lot about being from California and the tribes we grew up
around in our hometown of Valley Center, CA. Growing up around different tribes was a very
different experience compared to being Potawatomi and around tribal headquarters. She
talked about what those tribes do compared to ours. “I am so proud to be a member of the
Citizen Potawatomi Nation because of the success of the tribe. Living in Valley Center,
California, I have three different reservations with casinos on them within 6 miles of my home,”
she said. She continued, “In the rural town of Valley Center, the casinos on the reservations
have been very successful. However, it saddens me that you can drive on the reservations and
see the people living in trailers with brand new trucks, ATVs, boats, etc. and see no

accomplishment being made by them. They are receiving stipends ranging from $2,500 –
$18,000 monthly without working or doing anything for the tribe. I look at our Potawatomi
Nation and see how important education, health, knowledge, caring for the elderly, and equality
among all of our people are to our tribal leaders, and feel a sense of accomplishment for being
a part of this great Citizen Potawatomi Nation.”
My grandmother just wanted to talk about my experience in the Potawatomi Leadership
Program (PLP) and asked how I was doing. I told her that I was doing good and learning about
the tribe and all the different businesses it has and also how they all fit into us becoming selfgoverned and self-sustaining. She ended the interview by stating, “It makes me feel close to my
ancestors, want to know more of my relatives presently living and continue to learn more about
my people, and look forward to the achievements that will be made by our Native youth in the
future. I look at my Potawatomi heritage with great pride.”

PROJECT
The Potawatomi Leadership Program (PLP) project idea that my partner, Jackson
Barrett, and I had was to make an inter-tribal sports league. The main focus for this idea is to
inspire Native Americans in all age groups to get up and be active. The reason for this because
the rate of diabetes is higher with Native Americans. According to the Center for Disease
Control, 16.1% of all Native Americans have diabetes. Jackson and I both wanted to do this
project because we both enjoy playing sports, so we thought, “Why not start a league, but with
strictly Native Americans to get everyone outside and active?”
Jackson and myself went around and talked to different people throughout the tribe to
gather information. Coby Lehman, the Tribal Youth Program Manager, gave us a lot of insight
on how we should go forward with this idea. We discussed reaching out to the other tribes in
our general area and see if they were interested in playing sports. We decided to start with the
tribes in closest proximity, which are the Kickapoo, Absentee-Shawnee, and Sac and Fox tribes.
However, we could not reach their sport directors. Coby talked about how they used to have a
softball team that would involve different tribes across the state and played a tournament in
Oklahoma City. My first thought on that was, “Wow, if they used to play softball and had teams
with all the different tribes this might work!” The further the three of us talked about how the
majority of people in Oklahoma like sports, my confidence in this idea continued to grow.
We propose that the league would consist of two sports, softball and basketball. We
also propose organizing different age groups to play. To begin with, the age groups would be as
follows: 7-9 years old, 10-12 years old, 13-15 years old, 16-18 years old, and anyone over the age of
18 would be playing in the adult league. There are several reasons for the age split. When a child
is growing up, they are developing, hitting puberty, and simply growing up into adults, and their
“skill” level is similar to the kids in the same age groups as themselves. Making the teams evenly
skilled and matched is also a good way for everyone to make friends not only on their team but
with the other tribes. This is one of my main focus is keeping and building inter-tribal relations.
By doing this, we would need a place to play these sports. Jackson and I propose using the
softball fields here on tribal land and the Youth Center for basketball. I find those ideal because
then we don’t have to invest into another basketball court or another set of softball fields.
The system we would us would be the bracket system that many professional teams and
private leagues use to see who would come in first place. Depending on how many tribes join,
it would be a short season or a long one. My idea was to have practices two times a week
because kids either have homework or even the adults could have work. I would like to have
games on Friday evenings or Saturday morning. One idea would be to have basketball on Friday
nights and softball games Saturday mornings.
This idea would be a good way to promote a healthier lifestyle, while also promoting all
of the tribal enterprises we have such as Firelake Discount Foods and the Corner Store. This
would be a good way to gain more customers and earn more money while becoming more selfsustaining. I know the idea of complete self-sufficiency would be awesome, and this could be
step towards that by earning more money so that we can depend on less money from the
federal government.
The main problem we would run into would be other tribes actually wanting to join the
league. Many of them might be too far away or feel that the league would cost too much to join
or simply they do not want to join the league. However, I see this as an opportunity because the

league would be free to join, so they would not have to worry about paying a ridiculous amount
of money to play a sport. Furthermore, making it free to join could increase inter-tribal relations,
and I believe we should offer support to the child and adults with equipment and uniforms to
basketball shorts and to baseball pants.
The idea of inter-tribal sports would be very helpful for our people and other tribes. It
would be a good way to teach our youth the importance of staying active and healthy, which
would in turn contribute to lowering the rate of diabetes and the numbers of overweight people
through all the different nations that would want to join. Providing the proper knowledge to our
youth and adults could save many lives within the Native American communities. Being in the
Potawatomi Leadership Program has been an amazing. It gave me the opportunity to share my
idea on inter-tribal sports and how it can benefit our tribe as well as other tribes.

REFLECTION
It arrived in the mail, my letter of acceptance into the Potawatomi Leadership Program.
The joy I felt was unimaginable, and the fear was just a small blip on a very large screen. After
looking at all the other accepted applicants I saw that I was the furthest from my home, Valley
Center, CA, where I was born and raised. Valley Center is a small little town in Northern San
Diego County. Here is where I grew up, kissed my first girlfriend, learned to drive, bought my
first truck, fished, worked at our local feed store and graduated from high school. The day after
graduating I boarded a plane heading for Shawnee, OK with a short layover in Dallas. It turns
out not only was I the furthest from home, but due to flight delays in San Diego and Dallas, I was
also the last to arrive. It wasn’t until Isaac picked me up from the airport that the reality of my
new situation hit me, six weeks away from my home, family and friends. Everything I hold close
and dear to my heart. Being an outgoing and outspoken individual, I found it extremely out of
character for me to be so quiet and shy during the first few days at the Sharp House. But, at
this point I have shed my shy skin, and I am fitting right in.
The PLP has been an amazing experience. It has forced me to grow in ways ranging from
simply caring for myself to learning more about how bright my future can be. A great example
of this is the simple task of ironing my clothes. Ironing is something I never did at home because
my wardrobe was strictly wash and wear t-shirts and wranglers. Clothing choices have been a
little different here at the Sharp House and PLP, and I didn’t pack my grandma. So, ironing has
been a chore I have become good at and something I can’t believe I do so much of. In the past,
if I needed something ironed, my grandma was happy to help. I would try and iron, but I found
the chore to be tedious and frustrating, and my grandma was just so much better. Here at the
Sharp house I am an ironing machine.
As this is my first time away from home there is so much to learn. Waking up on my own
was another adjustment. When at home I would set an alarm and go to sleep. The alarm would
go off at 6:30 every morning, but since I was always so tired from work and school, the snooze
button and then the off button were my best friend. Eventually my grandma would come in and
get me out of bed, gently waking me up. During the PLP, I have learned that I either wake up
early, take a shower, and get ready before anyone else, or wake up late, rush to get ready and
probably make us all late. However, I wake up earlier to get dressed and do my hair to look
professional and start off the day. The PLP has taught me to get up at a reasonable time to start
off the day. This program has shown me the importance of appearance and promptness, not
just for all of the sessions but for our future as well. We will all have careers that will require us
to represent our companies in a certain light and expect us to arrive on time. Now, I always
wake up early enough to get ready and start the day.
While in the Potawatomi Leadership Program, we have been involved in many different
sessions. We have attended such sessions from the Office of Self-Governance to Firelake
Designs. Not all of these sessions may have matched what I foresee wanting to do with my future
career; however, I learned something from each one of them, and quite a few spoke directly to
my future. Studying Criminal Justice and Political Science at St. Gregory’s University, my future
career goal is to be a police officer or county sheriff, while eventually going into politics when I
am further along and more established in the Criminal Justice career. As earlier stated, I found
all of the sessions to be interesting and useful. In each session, we learned more information
about our tribe. Not only did we gain cultural knowledge, but we gained knowledge of the

different enterprises our tribe has become involved in and developed. Walking away from this
program, I am armed with knowledge and filled with pride at what our tribe has accomplished.
It is amazing what our Chairman and Vice Chairman have done for our people, and also all the
people that have helped them. It truly shows a unity amongst our people.
Studying the culture of our people has also been very eye-opening. My great-granddad
wasn’t very involved in our tribe and never spoke much about our culture until he became much
older. We found out this was because he was disgraced because of the dark color of his skin
and not knowing his father’s true identity, only that he too was Potawatomi. At 15, his Aunt, took
him down to the Navy docks where he lied about his age, and she too lied about his birthdate,
and he joined up and left Oklahoma and never came back. Being here in Shawnee and seeing
people, older people, daily, many who look so much like my great-granddad, a very proud man,
makes my heart ache. He was a man who taught me so much about strength in yourself and love
and respect, and of course family. I do so much of what I do with hope that I am making him
proud. He was truly a good man.
Being in the PLP taught me about the four sacred medicines: tobacco, sweet grass,
cedar, and sage and what they represent. Tobacco is in almost every ceremony, from blessing
the fire to blessing the water before you go fishing. Our people also gift tobacco as a sign of
respect, welcoming, thanking, and also asking for something, such as asking for a Potawatomi
name or asking for forgiveness. We also use sage to smudge a house, as a blessing of a building
to keep out bad spirits, something my mom does. Coby Lehman and Dr. Kelli Mosteller are
mostly responsible for giving us a taste of our people's culture. I felt a connection with Coby,
and it was so strong in fact I asked Coby to name me. I chose him because over the past six
weeks, we have talked the most while also connecting the most throughout all the sessions.
During the weeks of the Potawatomi Leadership Program, I have learned more about our
culture than I thought possible.
The session that I enjoyed the most was the Tribal Police. The reason for this is because
of my career goals and choices. They also offer an internship once you are a junior in college.
Whether it be Tribal or city or even county law enforcement that I choose to pursue, the
information I gained in this session was priceless. They talked about how they want to look less
like a military and more like a service to people. When they spoke about this, I had to smile
because that was the focus of one of my essays on my PLP application. I wrote, “We are here
to protect and serve our people, not scare them.” When the chief of police stated this, I really
found that interesting because I see many police departments dressing almost like the Army
minus the camouflage. Our tribal police really have it together by wanting to protect and serve
and respect people and how people see them. They are also dispatch for other towns’ police
departments, and I find that very interesting and exciting.
The other session I found interesting was all the language classes we took. I really found
it interesting how we are related to other tribes. Algonquian is the mother language of all the
other tribes. I liked learning different words and seeing how it is quite a bit like Spanish in the
sense you say the word differently depending on how many people you are speaking to. For
example, I say “I wanna see some hustle!” every morning when loading in the van. So, during
language class, I asked Justin Neely how to say that in Potawatomi. Ndoshiptom is how you say
it, and now every morning you can hear everyone yelling that to make it to that morning session
on time. A new PLP tradition. Ndoshiptom!

The Potawatomi Leadership Program has truly gone above and beyond all my
expectations. There is no other program out there where I could walk away with so much selfknowledge, tribal knowledge, respect, and the desire to continue learning more. I may be from
California, but I am really just a small town country boy who was away from home for the first
time and had the best experience of my entire life. I am walking away with lifetime friendships,
many cousins, and a wealth of knowledge. I now feel more prepared for college than four years
of high school ever prepared me for. Thank you for this amazing opportunity. My future includes
coming back and in some way educating our tribe’s youth, and I hope they walk away feeling as
proud and as fulfilled as I do today.

JACKSON BARRETT
Shawnee, OK

ELDER INTERVIEW: WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE POTAWATOMI?
For this interview, I decided to ask my grandfather, Rocky Barrett. Mr. Barrett is the
Chairman of our Nation, and a genuine man, I must say. I asked him what it meant to be
Potawatomi, and how he felt about being a Citizen Potawatomi Nation member.
He answered with asking, “What is your idea of a community?” We are all tied together
by common blood, in some way or another to each tribal member. We all are unified by the fact
we are a family, and a community. We have a common goal, and drive to make the Tribe grow.
The Chairman said that he prides himself in first, being a Barrett, and then a Peltier, and a
Boursaw. It seems that a lot of the Potawatomi value family and their heritage, especially those
who do not truly know their heritage like some of us do.
Heritage is something everyone should look to as what it means to be Potawatomi,
because there are people who had something in community and land, had it taken away, and
we rebuilt to where we are today. Three generations of tribal members had almost nothing to
show from it. We are now, in a way, playing catch-up and working on rebuilding our culture from
“ground zero.” We, as a Tribe, are powered by decision, and even if we do it wrong the first
time, down the line we get it right somehow, and we grow from that. Therefore, we make the
Tribe stronger and build it piece by piece, to how it was before Removal and our entire culture
was changed forever. We decided to make treaties with European nations and traders, since
the very beginning, so that we could strengthen ties unlike some other tribes.
I think that has a big part in what it means to be Potawatomi, to be a friend to all, always
making ties and strengthening your family and tribe for the better. The Chairman has made the
Citizen Potawatomi Nation what it has become today by that same way, making connections for
the future.
Going back to what being Potawatomi means, he went back to what your idea of a
community is. This bloodline that we all share, it binds us together for that common goal.

PROJECT
My partner, Gregory Gregson, and I had a project idea for the Potawatomi Leadership
Program (PLP), and that was Inter-Tribal Sports (ITS). We came up with the idea to get tribal
youth, and even the adult members of the tribe, involved in athletics and being active in a fun
environment. Our goal with ITS is to promote relations with other tribes and promote growth
with our health and physical activity. Our idea came from both of our love for sports and being
active, so we think that it would be a good idea to do Inter-Tribal Sports.
We gathered information on the process of getting a sports league together by first
meeting with Coby Lehman, the Citizen Potawatomi Nation Tribal Youth Program Manager. He
told us that other tribes had done sports leagues in the past, and it was a major success. Our
own tribe had a lacrosse team for a short time with Mike Dykstra, but it folded. We wanted to
use the ideas and information we gathered from Mr. Lehman to help build our ITS Program the
right way and take those correct steps. After speaking with Mr. Lehman, we went and spoke
with Firelake Designs and got some ideas and pricing for uniforms or uniformed t-shirts. Until it
becomes a full idea, we won’t know exact prices because of team sizes, etc. The use of
equipment could possibly be provided by Play-It Again Sports here in town, or by the teams
themselves. Prices for the equipment varied, depending on age groups and their size, so exact
quotes weren’t extremely useful.
A big idea for us with the project would be to mirror the success of the other tribes that
do ITS, and bring back what the CPN had with lacrosse. We would like to focus on basketball
and softball as our main sports. The popularity of both sports attracted us to them, since many
young native kids and teens play both sports across the state. We would implement age groups
for each team that would make it fair for the younger kids in the groups/divisions. An adult
league would be 18+, and the other age groups would generally be what they normally are in
other leagues: 7-9 years old, 10-12 years old, 13-15 years old, and 16-18 years old.
Our primary focus for the ITS is to promote unity and good relations with other tribes in
the area and state of Oklahoma. We want all tribes to work together and promote Native growth
so that we aren’t divided. Growing up, I had a hard time being proud of my heritage because I
would be made fun of and told I wasn’t “real Native.” Being made fun of for being Potawatomi,
while we as a Tribe want to grow and succeed is a key issue we are trying to solve here. As
Native American tribes, we should want to grow and be unified together, instead of breeding
animosity, hatred and jealousy. Gregory and I think that using the ITS is a good starting point
because everyone loves sports in some way.
A secondary goal or goals would be promoting health for all Native Americans and
promoting CPN enterprises through these ITS leagues. Uniforms would have sponsorships on
them promoting Indian Taco, Firelake Pizza, BDC Gun Room, etc. With health, we would use
healthier food options, like fruits and more nutritious foods, unlike traditional ballfield foods
(hot dogs, nachos, etc.). We would offer classes or teachings on healthy living, using the right
foods to cook and buying the right food. Diabetes is a major issue amongst Native Americans,
and using ITS as a vehicle to raise diabetes awareness would be one of our goals.

REFLECTION
My time in the Potawatomi Leadership Program has been life changing, and it has been
an experience unlike anything I have ever experienced before. I have seen things within the
Citizen Potawatomi Nation that I probably would have never seen before. I was able to live in a
nice house, with nine other amazing and hilarious people, and become more than friends, a
family. I will always look back on this experience as something that changed me for the better.
Growing up in the area, and my family being prominent figures in the Nation, I have
always been involved with its affairs. I learned about the PLP through my grandfather and the
flyer that they sent to everyone. I wanted to become involved because I knew it would teach
me more about my heritage and how the Tribe operates. It was all a major shock, seeing things
I never thought I would see in this Program. I was extremely skeptical at first, I can’t lie to myself
or to anyone reading. Coming from a background like I do, I was worried everyone would push
me out or not want to fully interact with me, and it worried me. Knowing what I knew, and being
local was a big thing on my mind. I didn’t know how anyone would react to me. I only knew one
person, and we have become extremely close over these six weeks. But as I came to the house
and met everyone, it became apparent rather quickly that we were all about to become closer
than we would ever expect.
Two of the guys in this Leadership Program have changed my life. Greg Gregson and
Connor Bickford have brought a new light and meaning on the word friendship. We have
become closer than I could have imagined, and it’s more than a friendship; it is a brotherhood.
Greg and I became close by living in the same room together, sharing two extremely
uncomfortable twin-size mattresses that made us hurt more than relaxed. We discovered that
we have the same taste in music: heavy metal. It immediately brought us closer. Hearing that
Gregory was from California, my immediate assumption was him being the stereotypical
Californian boy. Boy was I shocked, by him showing that he was a country boy who enjoyed hard
work and the countryside. I knew he would fit in well at this point. Connor Bickford, Baswewe
as he is now named, is the tallest person I know now. We became extremely close and bonded
over a video game, believe it or not. We are both extremely sarcastic and it may frustrate us,
but I know we will be extremely close after this Program.
I look back on these six weeks in a state of awe, and I am amazed at not only how fast it
has gone, but also at how many memories I have made in this Program. I have spent many a meal
with my fellow PLP members laughing our hearts out and not being able to breathe because of
the joke said. A memory I really look back on was the Fourth of July when I was outside all day
sweating and grilling our food for the festivities. I got to jam out to my favorite music, cook
steaks, and talk with my friends about whatever was under the sun. One very important piece
of this summer was celebrating my birthday with everyone. They made me chocolate chip
cookies, which I love, and we played games and they sang happy birthday to the theme of my
favorite song. Even though I saw my family as well, spending that moment with my newfound
PLP family was truly amazing.
Touring all of the CPN departments was extremely interesting, and it showed me a lot
about how we operate as a Tribe. Seeing each department’s role in the Tribe shows just how
important each person is at the Nation. Almost every single one of them spoke of how happy
they are working for CPN, and that is amazing to hear. It shows to the PLP students that working
at the Citizen Potawatomi Nation is an amazing place to work. The Tribe as a whole seems to

be extremely grounded in the traditions of its past and history, especially with the Heritage
Center and the Eagle Aviary.
I will look back upon the Potawatomi Leadership Program with great pride and fond
memories. I have made the best of friends, and I will forever be grateful for the opportunities
this has given me. Using what I have learned here, I plan on coming back to the Tribe for a job
later in life.

Migwetch, and bama pi.
John Adams Barrett III
“Nedbemashi kno Kedmosabe”

KABL WILKERSON
Lubbock, TX

ELDER INTERVIEW
“I don’t know much” were the words from the other end of the phone. With hesitation and
what I assume was embarrassment, my grandmother, MaryRuth Gossett, tried to explain to me
everything that she had learned in her lifetime about the Potawatomi. I had called to ask her
about what she knew about the Potawatomi while she was growing up so that I could know more
about our family. She had a difficult time answering my question. She discussed the little
knowledge that was passed on to her and her siblings because of the repressive laws that stole
away our culture. All my grandmother knew when she was younger was that she was
Potawatomi, and nothing more. My heart sank when I realized that my grandmother and I shared
the same cultural experience growing up. The feeling of only knowing the name but not what it
means or what it represents. The gulf between my generation and my great-great-grandmother’s
was evident throughout the conversation. I wanted to dig deeper with my next question, to
really figure out what she thought about herself in relation to the tribe.
“What does it mean to be Citizen Potawatomi Nation (CPN)?” Immediately after I asked
the question, I again heard hesitation. “Hmm, let me think…” After she gave it some thought, she
told me that it was incredibly important to her. It represented who she was, even though she
might not express it all the time. Being Potawatomi is her identity, just as much as it was her
mother’s, grandmother’s, and great-grandfather’s. She knew she had not been taught the old
ways, but she expressed how important it was that I learn our traditions for all of us. There was
mention of her grandmother attending Sacred Heart, and how afterwards much of our family
traditions were lost. I explained to her that schools like Sacred Heart were designed to
assimilate and destroy Native culture, and that they sought to eliminate our entire identity. I
went on to describe the Seven Fires and how each Fire represents a prophecy that has unfolded
throughout the tribe’s history. I told her about how we believe we are entering the Seventh Fire,
a period of cultural revitalization, and that the younger generations would reclaim what has
been lost over the past centuries.
We ended the phone call by working out the details for her coming to my naming ceremony,
and each exchanging an “I love you.” I sat for a little bit afterwards in the basement of the Sharp
House and reflected on everything I had just heard. I felt a great pain for my people who had
lost so much, but I found solace in knowing that I could experience everything that my
grandmothers could not. After coming to the CPN, I have realized just how much the tribe
means to me, and how important it is to continue the traditions for future generations. I had my
computer close by so I could type down any notes that I felt were important, but I began typing
my grandmother’s words down verbatim. I felt that it was important to include her thoughts
because they represent much of what the Potawatomi have experienced up to the present, as
well as the hope that all Nishnabe hold for our future.

“It’s been a part of my heritage and I am very proud of it. My mother and grandmother talked
about it constantly, but we never had a place to go to until maybe the 1980’s when we went to
our powwows. I had never seen another Potawatomi until that time. It’s really important to me,
but so much has been lost. The tribe has come a long way in terms of creating opportunity for
us but I still don’t know much. It’s good that you get to see this- everything.”
~MaryRuth Gossett

ELDER INTERVIEW
What is history? As Virgil said in the Georgics, “He is happy him who knows the causes
of that which is.” To elaborate, history is of course the record of all human action; however, it is

also the foundation of commonality. For example, take the idea of a nation. What is necessary
for a nation to distinguish itself from other nations? It requires a similar language, most often
people living within the same territory, and most importantly there is a shared history. History
in the context of the nation plays an integral part in identity. For the Citizen Potawatomi Nation,
one of the most important things that can be had is a shared history. With over two-thirds of its
citizens living outside of its borders, a shared cultural heritage is at the foundation of the CPN’s
existence. For my project, my partner, Kaitlyn Precure, and I have decided to design and create
a university exhibit that shows the history of our tribe all the way up to its present
developments, with the purpose of educating CPN citizens outside of the tribe.
The Potawatomi have lost so much of our culture. As laws and events have repressed
the tribe over the centuries, there has been a generational degradation of cultural knowledge.
In the mid seventeenth century, the Potawatomi tribe had its first interaction with the French.
Later, traders married into the tribe, thus giving many Potawatomi families their French
namesake. Since that time, the Potawatomi have undergone extreme changes, having relocated
three times, with the first major relocation brutally killing many Potawatomi. After the tribe
came to Oklahoma, a large gulf developed between those who knew the heritage and traditions
and the younger generations. Since the 1970’s, there has been a long period of rebuilding, with
the tribe being able to provide opportunities for its people. It has created a Cultural Heritage
Center as well as other facets to facilitate cultural revitalization across the Nation. However, in
my experience growing up, I have had no contact with the tribe other than scholarships and
before coming to the Potawatomi Leadership Program, I had almost no knowledge of my history.
As I have gone through the program I have learned a lot, and, unfortunately, I have realized the
severity of my own cultural deficit growing up.
For our project, Kaitlyn and I are creating a traveling university exhibit called “People of
Fire”. Operating as an extension of the Potawatomi Cultural Heritage Center, the exhibit will
serve as an information hub for CPN students who may not know much about their own
heritage. We hope to create an experience for the viewer that will immerse them in the rich
history and culture of the Potawatomi. By having the exhibit in the shape of a circle, we hope
to have patrons enter from the east and move in clockwise motion to view each of the sixteen
panels making up the exhibit. Included in the exhibit will be a “fire” or “grandfather” in the
center, helping the viewer to have the experience of walking around a prayer circle. As well,
there will be four panels discussing the four directions, and as the viewer moves through the
exhibit, the directions will serve as markers and cultural tidbits. Incorporated into the panels is
the Seven Fires Prophecy, with panels featuring the animals in the CHC marking a transition in
our tribe’s timeline. The entire exhibit will be facilitated and overseen by two to three history
or museum studies interns that will handle all paperwork and problems with the exhibit. One of
the most important elements of the exhibit will be having a willing CPN member facilitating the
opening of the exhibit wearing full regalia and answering any questions that viewers may have.
We expect the exhibit to stay at each location for one month and have a willing CPN student
come out each Saturday to facilitate crafts with the visitors. At the end of each Saturday we will

have the patrons fill out an online survey that has been created to help the CHC interns monitor
the audience reaction to the exhibit.
In order to execute the project, we went through the Cultural Heritage Center and took
pictures of each information panel. We then began the process of distilling all the information
and molding it into a linear timeline- moving the panels in tandem with the Seven Fires
Prophecies. Next came the process of designing each panel and deciding how different colors
may impact the theme of the exhibit as well as the pictures to include per panel. An integral
part of the project was to reach out to professors of history at different universities with the
highest numbers of CPN students to understand demand for such an exhibit. We also created
promotional materials, a facilities report, and a condition report to send to universities that will
help maintain the exhibit as it passes through different institutions. The promotional material
will be given digitally to the university, and it will be the responsibility of the university to
advertise the exhibit to the community.
The Potawatomi Leadership Program has taught me so many things. From learning about
my family history to our cultural traditions, I have been able to connect with my tribe in ways I
never thought possible. However, other CPN students my age have not had the luxury of
coming to the PLP, and it is crucial to the survival of the tribe to reach out to them. At the end
of this project, I hope to have presented an idea that will have an impact on CPN students
across the United States. The exhibit can open the door to different opportunities and can
engage CPN students with their own history and identity. As Aeschylus said, “From a small seed

a mighty trunk may grow.”

REFLECTION
I had no idea what to expect. As I passed through the loading bridge to the plane, I felt
a tinge of both fear and excitement. I was enthused to have been selected for Potawatomi
Leadership Program, and the anticipation I felt was evident. I was anxious to meet my fellow
PLPs, and I prayed that we would get along over the next six weeks. This reservation was almost
immediately dispelled when I met, what I now consider, my family. I was happy to know that,
though we all had different majors, we shared similar interests and became acquainted very
quickly. When we sat down and had our formal introductions, Margaret, Tesia, Isaac, and Randy
all made me feel comfortable and, though it’s a little odd, I felt at home with everyone.
Throughout the program I have had many unforgettable experiences, with drumming, Talking
Circle, and keeping the fire alive during Festival being some the most powerful.
The first Tuesday of the program, we were immediately thrust into drumming sessions
with Coby Lehman and Daniel Leclaire. I was unsure of my ability to sing because I have no
predisposition to it, but as soon as held the stick in my hand and began drumming, it felt natural.
It was the first time I had really sung in front other people, and I was nervous about impressing
the group. After practicing for about thirty minutes I felt a little more confident and became
more acquainted with the rest of my companions. We looked at the time which read four
o’clock, and Randy and I loaded up into the van and left for the Sharp House. All I wanted to do
for the next few days was get back to the drum and sing. I eagerly awaited the next drum session,
waiting for each day to slowly pass until the next practice. During our next drum session, Coby
explained to us that the drum was sacred, and that we refer to it as our “grandfather.” He told
us the story of the drum, where a tribe on the verge of defeat on the battlefield prayed to the
Creator for help. As they got down on their knees and begged for relief from the oncoming
warriors, a massive buffalo came running across the plains and swept away the attackers. After
the buffalo had finished off the remaining opponents he collapsed on the ground in a great,
heaving mass. The victors approached the buffalo whose pants could be heard from across the
battlefield, and the buffalo said “Take this, me. I have given myself to you, use my hide and my
meat.” His heavy panting and hard-beating heart stopped and the men, to honor his sacrifice,
made a drum for which they beat the heart of Mother Earth. As I sat in front of the drum, I felt
a sense of animacy, as if the drum was alive. It was beautiful. The night we played the drum at
Festival was an incredible experience, and being surrounded by friends and family as we
honored the heart of Mother Earth was unforgettable. This would prove to be just one of the
many more experiences to come.
I am, at my core, an introvert. Coming to a place where we had to regularly talk about
our feelings, open up, and pick apart our emotions was not exactly a welcome thought in my
mind. The Talking Circle was something that gave me partial anxiety because of a natural disdain
for expressing my feelings. After the first one, though, I felt a sense of relief, having laid my
thoughts out. I began to look forward to the Talking Circles as they came around each week.
However, it was one in particular that I will never forget. We were supposed to discuss our musthaves in a career as well as describe a leader in our lives. I told the group about my desire to
serve humanity and to truly be a servant like Mahatma Ghandi or Eleanor Roosevelt who
sacrificed so much to change the world. When we began describing leaders in our lives, I
immediately thought of the one person who has been there my whole life for me: my mother.
After my father left, my mother went back to school to get her Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees

in English and Education, all while raising me. She eventually found a job at a high school
teaching special education and freshman English and taught for twelve years until she was
forced out of her job. No one in my life has worked harder than she has to provide a life for me,
and it was with great pride that I told everyone who the leader in my life is. It was an incredibly
emotional session, and I was deeply moved to the point where I was lost for words. After we
had finished, we had a big group hug. We then made the short trek back to the Sharp House
where we had ice cream and laughed until late into the night. I had never felt so connected to
a group of people like I had that night.
Of all my experiences in the Potawatomi Leadership Program, keeping the Festival fire
burning was by far the most impactful. We were introduced to the Prayer Circle, and the
process of laying cedar to bless the ground, smudging, and offering a piece of tobacco to the
fire for our prayers to be sent up to the Creator. We were told that the coals from each year’s
fire are buried in sand to keep from turning to ash and are reused the next year to keep the
flame eternal. The PLP were charged with keeping the fire going and had scheduled shifts to go
out and watch the fire to make sure grandfather fire stayed alive through the night. I had the
one to two o’clock shift, and took over after Randy, our counselor. I can remember sitting there
in the Prayer Circle, the inky black being broken by the soft orange glow of grandfather fire. I
stared deeply into the flames as they fluttered back and forth as if responding to my presence.
I reflected over all the hardships that our ancestors had gone through, everything that had been
lost, and everything that had built. As I reflected, I realized that the Neshnabe, like the coals of
the Festival fire, are eternal. I began to enjoy each shift I had, and even began staying well into
other shifts so I could continue caring for the fire. I loved the smell of the burning wood and the
sound of the crackling flame. I respected it, and it was powerful to have been given the
responsibility of looking after the Festival fire. I felt as though the metaphorical torch was being
passed to me, and I was honored to have been in the presence of a living tradition.
My time in the PLP has ultimately shaped my life in ways I never thought possible.
Through this experience I have learned so much about myself and my people. I have gotten
close enough to my fellow PLPs to call them family, and it is with great pleasure that I have
shared this life-changing experience with them. As I sit here and write this paper, I realize that
I have found my place. I know all eighteen to twenty-year-olds are in period of searching for
what they want, and it is in this liminal period that many mistakes are made. I thought I had my
plan almost completely laid out, graduate summa cum laude and with highest honors, go to
Oxford for my Masters, and Harvard for my PhD and J.D., and then work to make the world a
better place. Over these weeks I have concluded that after I accomplish all my educational
goals, I want to come back and carry the torch for my people- to light up the dark like the Festival
fires in the night.

KAITLYN PRECURE
Oklahoma City, OK

ELDER INTERVIEW
Growing up, I have always enjoyed hearing the stories about my ancestors. Whether it
be a tale about my great-grandmother running out of the house with a stick to defend her
husband from the Ku Klux Klan, my grandad endlessly working on household chores and
providing for his family, or an account about my grandmother chasing the milk truck down the
street, there are plenty of anecdotes about my family members that make me proud to be able
to continue their resilient blood. Each story feeds into the person I am, because I am made up
of bits and pieces of who they were and are.
One of the people in my life who I highly admire is my dad. Richard (Rick) Randall
Precure was born in Oklahoma on January 19, 1962 as the fourth child to Robert and Katherine
Precure. His mother is the woman who chased that milk truck, but only as a result of my dad
putting it in gear as a toddler; he was born naturally inquisitive and rambunctious. I believe my
dad’s adventurous spirit and heart of a leader is exactly what a Potawatomi should be known
for. Of course, he has his faults, but if I have learned one important thing during the Potawatomi
Leadership Program (PLP), it is that nothing in nature is perfect. His Citizen Potawatomi blood
came from his great-great–great-grandfather, George H. Beaubien, to eventually trickle down
into his veins and consequently into mine. My father is who bestowed upon me the gift of being
a Citizen Potawatomi, so it only seemed natural for me to utilize him for my elder interview.
Because my dad is only a 45-minute drive away in Oklahoma City, I invited him to lunch
to ask him some questions about his heritage. I knew he probably would not know an abundant
amount of information about the Potawatomi culture, but some of his answers surprised me. As
we were skimming over our menus, I looked across the table and noticed – maybe for the first
time – even though my dad may be only microscopic quantity of Potawatomi, he looks very
Native. For as long as I can recall, he has always been a hardworking man who enjoys spending
his time outdoors. Over the years, his job and his drive to get the most out of every day has
caused his skin to grow dark and hard. At first sight he may be intimidating, but he carries himself
well – walking as if his mother were scolding him to stand up straight. My dad has been known
to intimidate, but when I look into his brown eyes, I see nothing but warmth, friendliness, and
the wisdom of our ancestors. My mother tells me I have my father’s eyes; I hope people can
attest that more than one of his agreeable attributes have been passed down as well.
As we were waiting for our food to arrive, I began to ask him some questions. The first
was, “What traditions do you know about related to the CPN?” He replied, “I don’t know much
about the Potawatomi. That’s why I am glad you decided to do this program, so I could learn.”
Realizing I had forgotten to give him tobacco for seeking his knowledge, I gave him the little
satchel I had prepared for him and explained its significance. “Now you know one,” I said. I then
explained the meaning of sage, sweetgrass, and cedar. In the middle of our discussion, our food
arrived, and I proceeded to ask him more.
“Did Pawpaw ever discuss his Native American heritage with you as you were growing
up?”
“No. Well, back when I was your age, Mary, Cindy, and Rob [his oldest siblings] used to
get checks. Grandma Rena [his dad’s mom] didn’t talk about her Native heritage either. I don’t
know why. Maybe because she was used to it, and it wasn’t a big deal. Then again, I don’t think
she knew much about it either.”
“When did you become aware of your CPN heritage?”

“I always sort of knew. When Mary had problems with her thyroid and couldn’t afford
treatment, she got on the rolls to be able to pay for it.”
“Do you wish you all were more involved with the CPN?”
“Yes. I have always wanted to know more. I would like to be more involved, but I just
never have, and I feel bad about that.”
“How do you feel like you have contributed to the CPN?”
“I don’t feel like I have, except you in the program.”
“What about the manholes? You work for Primary Structure, and you can see the
structures all around CPN land.”
“Well, we made them and we shipped them. We sold them to the guy who installed them,
but I guess it did benefit them.”
“Do you read the Hownikan?”
“Yeah, I read some of the articles. I like to read about the people who have walked on
and where they came from. I read about the aviary 2-3 years ago and enjoy hearing about that.”
By this time, we had finished eating our food, and I proceeded to ask him my final
question: “What does it mean to you to be Citizen Potawatomi?” He replied, “I am very proud
to be Potawatomi. I’ll tell anyone who asks what I am, because even though I am only a small
portion, I feel prideful about being Potawatomi. When I heard you got accepted into the
program, I was excited for you. I can’t really explain why, but I know something good will come
out of it.” After we had talked a bit more, he paid for our meal, and we walked out the door.
Suddenly, I had a thought. “Hey, do you want to go to the Heritage Center before you take me
back?” I asked. With a smile on his face, he said, “Sure.”
The day spent with my day concluded with a brief visit to the Potawatomi Cultural
Heritage Center. I enjoyed walking around and sharing what I had learned during my fleeting
time spent in the PLP, as well as learning new things just during our visit. I know when the
program ends I will be filled with a mixture of emotions and tears, but I know I will take what I
have learned and use it to educate my brother, father, and all my other loved ones about my
heritage. I hope in the coming years that my dad and I can continue to learn more together and
grow with an increasing pride about our Potawatomi heritage.

PROJECT
Enter the situation with an open mind – that’s what I kept telling myself before I came to
the Potawatomi Leadership Program (PLP). I did not know what to expect, or if I would get
anything out of it, but I can definitively say it has been one of the most impactful experiences
of my life. Immersing myself in my culture and heritage was something I had always
contemplated, but I had never fully brought the desire to fruition until this summer. I have been
able to meet a plethora of intelligent and influential people and have come to build relationships
that could potentially last a lifetime. Being able to work alongside others who I can attest to as
future leaders is a blessing I will be forever thankful for, as it has given me the potential to help
influence my tribe for generations to come.
One of those future leaders I had the privilege of working with was Kabl Wilkerson. He
is a triple major in History, Political Science, and Honors, Arts, and Letters. I was a little surprised
when we were paired together for the PLP group project, because I am a Business Management
major and far less outspoken then he is. I did not think we would be compatible teammates,
though I enjoyed interacting with him as an individual outside of our project, so I figured it would
work out okay. As we began to work together, we realized we had a lot in common and could
utilize our strengths to our advantage. Our interests are seemingly different, but we knew at
the most basic level we both had a passion about the future of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation
(CPN). The first thing we vocalized to each other as a tribal issue of importance was voter
turnout.
When we attended the legislative meeting during our second week of the PLP, the
legislative members articulated how they were disappointed in not only the number of absentee
ballots which were returned but also the quantity of people who casted their vote locally. Kabl
and I agreed the information presented about the legislative candidates and advertising for
when, where, why, and how to vote were poor. It is likely that the people who voted during this
most recent election have been consistent supporters of the voting process, but as far as new
tribal members and the youth casting their votes, the turnout was disheartening. After the
meeting, Kabl and I discussed how the tribe needed to improve the election process. In relation
to our project, we brainstormed a few ideas and decided this was what we wanted to focus on.
For the initial project, we envisioned a website, a mailing advertisement, and more
attention placed upon spreading the word about approaching elections. Kabl had the idea to
break apart each district and find those voters who had and had not been voting consistently
and reach out to those who could be more involved. He emailed one of his professors who
would likely have more ideas pertaining to our project, and we waited for a response. Before
we received the reply email, we discovered that the CPN already holds a website for the
elections. This caused us to become slightly dismayed, as we had had great plans for this project
idea. When we received the reply from Kabl’s professor, he informed us that our desire to break
down the districts would require a large block of time and the correct technology, both of which
we did not have. We were forced to return the drawing board and think of a project idea that
could be executed quickly and efficiently but remain effective and impactful.
It was not but a few days later as we were traveling to one of our PLP sessions when
Kabl had the brilliant idea to create a traveling museum exhibit that would go to school and
other educational facilities to inform Natives and non-Natives about both Potawatomi people
and the CPN. A discussion about Native American history with our fellow PLP members brought

this proposition to the front of our minds, as it is something we all seem to be passionate about.
Throughout our educational years, we noticed a lack of attention given to not only Potawatomi
history but Native American history as a whole. Kabl and I realized even though most schools
are not providing an accurate representation of Natives and cannot necessarily travel to the
Potawatomi Cultural Heritage Center (CHC), we could bring the CHC to them.
We began our new project by reaching out to Dr. Kelli Mosteller, director of the CHC,
to ask her how we should go about initiating this idea. She told us what sizes would be good for
banners, what should be included on them, the paperwork we would need, and suggestions
about other potential materials. Later, Dr. Mosteller would also give us a tour of the CHC for
us to obtain a better grasp on not only what information was available to the public, but also
why the layout was chosen to have an intentional impact on its audience. She is an extremely
hard-working woman and helped us far beyond what we expected. Everything she provided
allowed us to design what the layout would look like and what correspondence we would need.
The others whom we contacted were Nathan Hawkins, who helped to design the website
for the PLP, and Jennifer Bell, who does extensive work for the Hownikan and the public
relations department. Nathan worked with us to propose and potential webpage for the
traveling exhibit. All we had to do was tell him what we would like to see on it and he put it all
together for is. Jennifer helped us to think of probable ways we could reach out to the public
and spread the word about the exhibit. After meeting with all these professionals, Kabl and I
were reassured that we were going to have a successful project idea.
During the rest of the time leading up to the presentation, our group worked tirelessly
between sessions and other activities to bring everything together. Kabl and I both split the
work fairly evenly down the middle and did our best to make it as complete as possible for the
mock-presentation. He composed the required paperwork while I emailed everyone, including
professors at universities where this exhibit would likely be executed. We both designed the
formatting for the likely 16 panels that would travel to each educational facility, trying our best
to paint an image that would bring the exhibit to life in the minds of our audience.
It was a long process, but I have learned so much from this experience. Usually I am great
at managing my time, but I have never been busier or more exhausted than I was during this
program. However, I would not trade it for anything. I have enjoyed working with Kabl and other
PLP members, but I am also delighted to be creating prospective ideas which could be
implemented in a way that benefits my tribe for years to come. I learned how to work on a huge
idea within a small timeframe without becoming excessively stressed. I also became better
acquainted with all the detailed work which goes into making history modern and relatable to
more than just those within the tribe. Leaving this experience, I will know I did my best with
what I was given and who I was placed with. I plan to keep my involvement with the CPN
constant, and I hope to come back one day and see that my involvement now will pay off for
years to come.

REFLECTION
Seldom have there been times in my life where felt like I completely and absolutely
belonged somewhere. One could say I identified with young Jenny Curran from Forrest Gump
when she says, “Dear God, make me a bird so I can fly far, far away from here.” In her case, she
was trying to escape the part of her life where she had no future, but I wanted to find a place
where I could feel like I belonged and where I could be assured by the future that lay ahead of
me. It was like I was a key on a search for at least one lock I could fit into. Never would I have
imagined that I would feel the beginnings of that in Shawnee, Oklahoma, but after participating
in the Potawatomi Leadership Program (PLP), I can say that it was a life-changing experience
and one I will never forget.
When I first heard about the PLP, I was attending an etiquette dinner hosted by my
school, Oklahoma Baptist University (OBU). I was sitting at a round table my peers, most of
whom were business majors like me. At the head of our table was Tina Pollard, a consumer
lending manager at the Citizen Potawatomi Community Development Corporation. She was
there to discuss her job as well as what it was like in the business world. When she mentioned
she works for the Citizen Potawatomi Nation (CPN), my interest piqued, and I excitedly told
her I was a tribal member. I had always wanted to become involved with the tribe, but I never
knew where to take the first steps, even though the Cultural Heritage Center and Tribal
Headquarters are only a few minutes’ drive from my campus. Ms. Pollard asked me if I had ever
heard of the PLP, and when I told her I had not, she gave me her business card and told me to
email her so she could provide me with more information. When I got back to my dorm that
night, I immediately emailed her and went to sleep eager to hear more about this amazing
opportunity.
A few months later, after applying for the program, receiving the acceptance email, and
spending as much time with my family as I could before I left for six weeks, I found myself walking
up to the Sharp House, a place I now see as another home. The vast size of the house was
intimidating – besides the fact I would be residing in it with people I had never met before. As
people arrived, we made polite introductions and smiled nervously, not knowing if all our
different personalities and opinions would mesh. After meeting everyone and settling into my
new room, I began to have a premonition that I would be experiencing something that would
tremendously change my life for the better.
The first weekend in the house was fairly calm, but then we began going to sessions with
CPN departments and learning about the tribe. During each session we attended, I tried to find
where I would fit in – where I could integrate my passion of helping others as well as my potential
degree in Business Management. I found each of the departments within the tribe incredibly
interesting, as I had never contemplated all the different factors that make a community work.
The nine other PLP members and I received first-hand information and behind-the-scene tours
of each enterprise we went to. Reflecting on those discussions helped me truly appreciate this
program, because I realized these people set aside time during their day to speak with us about
the parts they play in the CPN. Though some of them may think what they do is unimportant, I
know no job is too small.
The sessions I found the most interesting were (though it was merely affiliated with CPN)
Trilink in Oklahoma City, Indian Child Welfare (ICW), and the Community Development
Corporation (CDC). My favorite by far was ICW, where I was fortunate enough to job shadow

Jackie Nadeau and Connie Lobato for a few hours one day. I chose to further what little
understanding I had about ICW because during one of our sessions something struck a chord
inside me. After spending extra time with the department, I began seriously contemplating an
internship with the team. It would allow me to utilize my business skills while permitting me to
follow a passion which I did not fully recognize until this program.
Correspondingly, when we visited the CDC, I thought it would be boring. This has been
one of the aspects I continually struggle with in relation to typical business careers, because
though I am a business major, I seem to think all typical jobs relating to my degree are dull.
However, the ladies of the CDC and the CEO, Shane Jett, were all wonderfully welcoming and
made the provided information fun and interesting for all of us. If I had to work in an archetypal
business job, I would not mind working there. Trilink was another business I was more interested
in because of the people who spoke with us. Craig Ruiz, a sales coach at Trilink, conversed with
us about the business, but he made us feel like who we are as individuals was of ultimate
importance. He provided us with an excellent outline of Trilink, but he also instilled in us a simple
lesson I will always remember: the people we surround ourselves with is what ultimately decides
how successful we are going to be in our lives.
In relation to his excellent advice, I think the biggest takeaway I probably received from
the PLP is the connections I have made with the other people who have stayed in the Sharp
House alongside me. The nine other PLP students, our two counselors, Randy and Isaac, our
house mom, Margaret Zientek, and occasionally our program advisor, Tesia Zientek, have all
been extra blessings in this experience. I do not easily share myself with others; some of my
closest friends who I have known for most of my life have confessed to me they do not feel like
they know me. However, the PLP grew closer with every dinner, talking circle, cultural
experience, and nights when we stayed up way too late. It is because they are such sincere
people that I could be my most genuine self. Six weeks is not enough time when I have grown
to love spending time with each of them so much. We truly grew to become a family, and one
that will only be separated by distance once this program is over.
One of the (future) Potawatomi leaders I had the privilege of working with was Kabl
Wilkerson. As worked together for our group project, we realized we had a lot in common and
could utilize our strengths to our advantage. Kabl had the brilliant idea to create a traveling
museum exhibit that would go to school and other educational facilities to inform Natives and
non-Natives about both Potawatomi people and the CPN. He may be humble and say I also
thought of it, but I merely agreed that it was fantastic for a project. It was a long process, but I
learned so much from the experience. Usually I am great at managing my time, but I have never
been busier or more exhausted than I was during this program. I learned how to work on a huge
idea within a small timeframe without becoming excessively stressed. I also became better
acquainted with all the detailed work which goes into making history modern and relatable to
more than just those within the tribe. I know I did my best with what I was given and who I was
placed with. Kabl’s interests and mine are seemingly different, but at the most basic level we
both have a passion about the future of the CPN.
Quite assuredly, the most important aspect about the PLP is we get to learn about
Potawatomi culture. We may all be living within the modern world, but there are still the
traditions of our ancestors which we practice with pride and respect. After immersing myself in
drum circle practice, language class, prayer circles, powwows, a reunion festival, moccasin class,
a moon ceremony, community gardening, cultural teachings, and sweats, I can honestly say my

thirst to get closer to my tribe has not been quenched. Like my relationship with God, I only
want to continuously grow closer to my tribe. I desire to keep learning about its people,
operations, and traditions, for it allows me to feel closer to my elders who came before me and
who paved the way for me to have the life I live today.
In the beginning, I essentially said I wanted to participate in the PLP because I wanted
to find a place where I belonged. However, another reason I wanted to dive into my culture was
for my family. My grandad, dad, bother, aunts and uncle, and cousins know nothing about their
culture. I was in the same position, but I decided to do something about it. I was fortunate
enough not only to learn I am from the Beaubien family, but I was also able to share this new
discovery and what I have learned with my dad when I performed the elder interview with him.
He was thrilled to learn about a part of him he had been disconnected from for so long. I cannot
wait to be able to share the same information with my brother and cousins, but I am most eager
to share my newfound Potawatomi knowledge with my grandad – my Pawpaw. I want to learn
as much as I can and share it with him before the Creator calls him home.
Kaitlyn Precure ndezhnekas. Bodéwadmi ndaw, and I am proud. I entered the
Potawatomi Leadership Program not just for myself, but for all those who have come before
me. I can sincerely say, “Migwetch,” to all the elders in my life, both past and present. I have
experienced a growth in my waistline from the delicious Native and non-Native foods during my
stay here, but I have experienced a growth in my heart from all the amazing Potawatomi (and
non-Potatwatomi) I have connected with. We may come from all over the United States and
beyond, but we are united by the blood of our ancestors. The Seven Fires Prophecy foretold
of a time when our people would pick up what our ancestors had to put down and pave the way
for not only us, but for the generations to come. I believe that is what the PLP catalyzes; it instills
a hope for the future in the hearts of the youth. I will never forget this summer and the time I
spent participating in the program. Now have at least one place where I feel I truly belong.

KATIE DARVIN
Dallas, TX

ELDER INTERVIEW
Everything comes down to chance, but what we do with that chance depends on who decides
the outcome. My grandfather, William “Bill” Henery Darvin, was raised on this standard of hard work and
perseverance, which he took pride in. His grandmother, Beulah Wellinghoff, was a gentle soul with a
survivor’s spirit. She instilled the need to maintain his heritage. Although she was raised by nuns in an
orphanage, because her mother, a Potawatomi woman, had died giving birth to her youngest brother,
she only strengthened her family ties to her tribe. Therefore, she set the groundwork for my
grandfather’s sense of Native pride.
My grandfather’s identity was personal and was derived from his grandmother. He wasn’t one
to discuss his heritage around business people due to the family mentality of staying quiet. He was
taught that he was to be quiet about his roots, but he needed to stay connected to them. My grandfather
felt fortunate to have become a tribal member. He had spent a lot of time with his grandmother who
believed her family should stay Potawatomi. She was a hard worker, and not someone who complained.
Beulah was very gentle with her grandchildren. She wanted to make sure that all her children and
grandchildren were on the tribal roles even though there was a separation from traditional knowledge
at the time.
The beginning of modern discrimination impacted the Potawatomi’s on the 1937 census. There
was a break of tribal recognition in legal documents. He never personally felt that the Native culture was
shameful to possess; however, he was not very vocal about it outside the family. During the period that
his grandmother was growing up into adulthood, the abuse towards the Indians was particularly negative.
Similar to the discrimination towards the African American population in America, or the Jewish
population of Europe, racial discrimination was mostly not talked about in my family. Therefore, the
establishment of the long-accepted hate, known as the great American institutionalized racism towards
Native Americans, discreetly found its way into my family.
The traditions that my grandfather gave to his children were not ceremonial in nature but carried
the message of perseverance, curiosity, and the importance of staying apart of the tribe. He spoke on
the importance of staying connected to the Potawatomi tribe, and that there is, “not any shame in
identifying with the Citizen Potawatomi Nation”. He took his children to get them enrolled like his
grandmother did for his two sisters and him. When he had free time, he would take them to the CPN.
territory, as well as other important monuments to Potawatomi and Native culture alike, from Ardmore
to “Indian City”. The importance he put on introducing my father and his two sisters to their tribal
heritage allowed me to discover my own personal curiosity about my tribe and my ancestors.
For his children, each child took to their tribal heritage differently as opposed to the other. They
are Cherokee, Choctaw, and Potawatomi, but they are all a part of the Nishnabe tribe. My father, Jason
Darvin, was open about his blood, but all it was for him was a legal status. My aunt, Janna Czerneki, was
more receptive than my father. She is currently in the Middle East and has the warrior spirit, but it more
derives from her call to God than her call to her tribe. Lastly, my youngest aunt, while alive, was
extremely connected to her heritage. She donned her clan symbol, the mko (bear), on her wrist as a
symbol of strength. She intermingled with the Native populations, like the Chickasaw’s, and went to
powwows. She loved her tan skin, her thick hair, and her strong body because for her it connected her
to ancestors. The ideals of perseverance and curiosity were instilled in all of them nevertheless and were
exemplified throughout their lives down into their children.
What truly captivated my grandfather was Native American art and relics, which he collected as
a hobby. He discovered an Apache, Chebon Dacon, painting in print, which he bought for two hundred
dollars. The piece of art he is most prideful of is a forty-year-old, original, Gary Montgomery oil painting
of a Potawatomi chief. He commissioned this piece, specifically with no title, for two-thousand dollars,
and hung it in the living room as a staple to all who entered his household.

He purchased other Native relics. He would find the origin of them, and what they stood for.
His collection of Kachina dolls amassed to five in the home. The dolls set on the mantle alongside the
Montgomery piece. They represented different parts of the Native culture, like the Native woman and
her power, the warrior, the hunter, and a medicine man. He continued to research his heritage, so he
filled shelves with books to better research the tribe, which he found out the origin of the Potawatomi’s,
near the great lakes of Michigan and Canada. His most distinct collection was of paper emblems, which
mirrored wood craftsman. They are shaped in a wreath with a symbol of a little camp fire in the middle,
or with different symbols, like the bear, with the words, “People of the Fire” underneath.
My grandfather kindled his own fire within his family and himself. He did not feel an external
drive to facilitate any kind of public understanding. There may have been underlying feelings shame or
self- distancing due to the established racism from assimilation in our family. However, if a person went
into his home, they knew where his family came from. I have always known, “bodewadmi kwe ndaw”, that
I was a Potawatomi woman, and will continue the knowledge for future generations just like my greatgreat- grandmother did for me.

PROJECT
The institutionalized racism that has been buried into the culture of America towards
minorities, specifically Native Americans, has created lingering effects. Along with my partner,
Alexandra Trousdale, I am creating a card game for sixth graders similar to the Oregon Trail,
which is a game that connects the player with the struggles of cross country journeys. It will
force critical thinking and invite players to question how America mistreated the Potawatomi
and Natives Americans alike. The long-term plan is to create a strong enough lesson plan for
teachers and home schoolers that it can be brought to the state governments. We would like
to see other states mirror Montana, which has a law regarding the teaching of Native American
history by specified teachers.
The beauty in the pain that life deals us is priceless. I look back and see the faces, young
and old. It is our fate to become a part of those faces, to grow old, and to leave behind a story.
With each second, we grow closer to running out of time, but our ancestors were not afraid.
They told the stories before them because if they didn’t, then no one would. It must be us now,
the living, to do the same. We are the seventh fire, and that fire must rage more than any fire
ever has before. We are proud and strong, and most importantly capable. The generations that
will come after will not be ashamed. They will not be lost because we showed them the
luminosity of their culture. It’s only a matter of time until they tell our stories. Our legacy will be
like planting seeds for a garden we will never see. We all only have so much time. Progress is
constant, and change is guaranteed, but no one knows what fate holds for us at any point in
time. Every single important aspect of our lives will be irrelevant if lose ourselves. When you're
gone, who remembers your name? The living do. It is the living that yells it to the sky. We try to
make sense of the lives that ran out of time. We will never have enough time, but while we are
here, it is up to us to show the beauty that thrived before. That they aren’t forgotten. Every
child that ran out of time, I will tell their story. I will tell it to the children of today.
The reason behind our project is to uncover the accepted racist attitudes towards
Native Americans. Like so many social movements before, there is an understood idea that in
order to get society to alter its thinking, the young must be shown acceptance and
understanding. I see the trauma that has been laid upon every Native generation. The anger
passed from parent to child, and unless the hate is resolved, it will continue. I will not stand for
these barbaric standards, like putting a Native American as a mascot for a football team. It
shows how little the dominant European-American culture thinks of the original people they
took over. It has such deep roots in our society, and it has the hardest roots to uncover.
Therefore, I want to educate those who haven’t been taught to hate.
Secondly, the administration of Native history in the common classroom is so lackluster
that students disregard the words being said. The repetitive narrative of the Plymouth Rock or
the defeat of Colonel Custer has lost their respectability for other stories because those who
teach only give the perspective of the “white” side. One of many effects is that there isn’t any
recognition for the true warriors or for the American Holocaust that was the Death Marches. If
it is told, it will be given an absent window-gazing-like attention due to lack of understanding
and connection. I want to give critical thinking a chance. I want the student to feel and connect,
therefore allowing for an understanding to take place. With a helpful dose of excitement from
a teacher, students will be able to break the pattern. They will understand that a Native isn’t a

stereotype. They will understand that a Native is a culture to be respected, not made into a
mascot.
The card game we designed is called 660. That is how many miles were walked by our
Potawatomi ancestors for 61 days from September 4th, 1838 to November 4th, 1838 during the
Trail of Death. Each student will be assigned a character to play as. In the style of the Oregon
Trail, an internet game where settlers crossed America, they will walk the Potawatomi March of
Death. They will be given a location card, a land terrain card, a supplies card, and a money card.
They will get one card that will act as the federal government. There are four types with
different degrees of federal help. Then with their supplies, they will draw a predicament card,
which there are three rounds. The one who lives is the one that makes it to their destination.
The final card will be the 6th fire card with the real outcome of each character. The design is
made to make the student think and connect while retaining the realistic knowledge of really
happened. The key aspect of all future lesson plans will be aimed at connecting each student
on an emotional level. A teacher named Cheyenne Branscum at Shawnee Middle school has
agreed to implement our lesson plan in a classroom setting. To further the impact, the strategy
of expanding the lessons into teacher forums sites will allow students on online forums of all
ages will have an easier time learning. The goal is to be diverse in options and accessibility so
that the prospect at a modern perspective can become a part of society.
History is just the written record of psychology. Each story holds a deeper meaning, a
reason for action or a reason for silence. To teach what is real, and fight the built hatred is
nothing short of the mission of the 7th fire. Showing the next generations that showing respect
for the lost or smothered cultures is the right thing to do. I understand that this job will take
thousands of people, but I want to give a tool for those thousands to work with. They will be
able to use this to argue for laws to implement a Native dialogue in every school, like in Montana.
I want to be able to help in the progress of those who are fighting to keep this fire alive, but
first, we must light the fire for others before our time runs out.

REFLECTION: THE FACES OF TIMELESS MORTALITY
The very core of my person has been grabbed by the shoulders and shaken. I have been
standing blank face, merely existing, but it can no longer be ignored, the hunger of the culture
that has been forgotten is ever present. My point of view of the world has been ungrounded
and laid bare. The intensity of imagining the faces of my ancestors left me rolling in thoughts of
my own mortality, embracing each faceless name and nameless face into me like a tattoo carved
into my skin. My chance at this life is short; I am going straight from the past to the future with
every second. Before I came to the Potawatomi Leadership Program (PLP), I couldn’t truly
realize how much I took life for granted. I settled for merely existing, but that is not what the
long line of my ancestors gave me. I see the lines of faces that look like mine. I have listened and
read about their lives. I know I am already a part of those faces. I am building the past with every
action and the future with every word. Let it be told, the women and men before me choose to
not just survive, but to thrive, so let it be me who holds their success as a gift to the future.
I want to embrace the flame of the souls that once burned. I want to put them back in
life’s narrative. The seventh fire is raging, and this fire will grow old because of the progressive
nature I have witnessed in my tribe. With my spark of the fire, I will heal the pain of
intergenerational trauma; this is my identity. As long as I am alive, with the time I get in this life,
I will give back to the minds in pain. Therefore, it is my responsibility to the living to honor the
past by easing their hardship which spread into the future.
As I walked through the Cultural Heritage Center, I became overwhelmingly curious. I
searched for names or places I could recognize. Nothing I read helped but only added to
kindling to my search. I want to know what was their names, what pain they felt, the dreams they
held; what blood runs through my veins. I’m amazed and astonished how little I know, but to ask
of those who haven’t a reason to understand, that is my mission. It’s only a matter of time until
they know our stories. Progress is constant, and change is guaranteed. Every single important
aspect of our lives will be irrelevant if lose ourselves. As life changes, the names of those souls
will cease to exist, but only if those present, let it. It is the living that must yell it to the sky. We
try to make sense of the lives that ran out of time. We will never have enough time, but while
we are here, it is up to us to show the beauty that thrived before. That they aren’t forgotten.
If there's a reason why we live when the summed probabilities cover an endless variety
of possibilities, why not bloom to flourish? The start of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation’s leading
modern tribal government was so artfully arranged that all it ever truly offered was progress.
Sitting in on a governmental meeting lead me to make these conclusions. The stability that is
founded deep into the CPN circulates on the belief that wealth and power are only tools. That
the insistent passion for progress devours hardship. The consensus for the people must be done
with a strategy that moves funds so that good may become great, and great may become
brighter than an ignored flame. The CPN work smarter, so as they work harder, they can and
will become leaders before others can obtain the initial concept.
Hundreds of people and hundreds of decisions lead to my existence, but the pure
chance of my life should not have happened. As I wrote down every name that gave me life, it
felt like I was sitting in the same room with them, but watching their history, their actions, each
deliberation. I would never have thought the Tribal Rolls office would have given such an
experience. Watching men and women race each other who can find more perfection. The

failures to reach independence are only a part of each process, and as the tension of life
overwhelms us, the not understanding our own thoughts, progress is born. Looking back at who
we were and where we started, I want to be able to understand just a fraction of their struggle.
Even when our time is up, and we run out of possibilities, we must lead to the best we can. Just
one decision dictates every rippling effect into multiple generations. Whether we hold strong,
untiringly against the storm, or we bend with the wind, the fact is that they just didn’t exist, but
thrive.
The race to be successful is not done without futile efforts. The beauty in the pain that
life deals us is priceless. I look back and see the faces, young and old. It is our fate to become a
part of those faces, to grow old, and to leave behind a story. With each second, we grow closer
to running out of time, but our ancestors were not afraid because they knew they were not
forgotten. They told the stories before them because if they didn’t then no one would, but now,
it must be us, the living, to do the same. We are the seventh fire, and that fire must rage more
than any fire ever has before. We are proud and strong, and most importantly, capable. The
generations that will come after will not be ashamed. They will not be lost because we showed
them the luminosity of their culture. Our legacy will be like planting seeds for a garden we will
never see. We all only have so much time. Every child that ran out of time, I will tell their story.
I will tell it to the children of today.

XAVIERA STEVENS
Denton, TX

ELDER INTERVIEW
I would like to take this time to dig a little deeper into the year my mother spent raising
myself and my sibling on the reservation in Shawnee, Oklahoma. Everything has a positive and
a negative, and my goal here is to look at both sides and to learn more of my own history. In
asking the questions that I did, I’ve learned that the tribe has walked closer to me in life than I
realized. My mother, Sherry Stevens, was working in the Grand Casino and moved into a trailer.
The trailer then caught fire and she was moved with her kids into the assisted housing.
How was working in the Grand Casino?
When Sherry came to the Citizen Potawatomi Nation for a job, she was placed in the
Grand Casino. She enjoyed working with the people and said that they were really
accommodating to her needs as an employee and a single mother. On the downside, though,
the casino environment itself was hard to work in. Sherry talked about the artificial lights
wearing down on her and not liking to watch the people come in and gamble irresponsibly.
Sherry felt, and still feels, that the more we move away from gaining our revenue through
casinos, the better. She would like to see more education for customers about the risks of
gambling and drinking alongside the gradual move away from casinos.
How was living on the reservation?
Similarly to the casinos, Sherry thought the people were nice and the environment
less so. Moving into the trailer on the reservation didn’t last long because the trailer caught fire.
When this happened, the tribe moved Sherry into the elder housing for a couple of nights until
the tribe could set up the assisted living for her. Living in the duplexes was helpful, and Sherry
talked about being really thankful for having that support when it was needed. There were
aspects of the housing that let her live the way she had been and aspects that stopped that.
The housing authorities let her garden in the back yard and furnish the house how she liked, but
Sherry mentioned that none of this made her feel more connected to the tribe and that the
layout of the houses and surrounding community felt whitewashed and separated. Sherry
Stevens hopes that one day our heritage can more vastly influence the way our communities
are set up. An example of this was having all the doors face east and having a community garden
for each housing cul-de-sac.
Do you know about some of the Potawatomi traditions?
Sherry only learned clips on information about our older traditions from her
grandmother. She was taught a few words here and there, told that there was a naming
ceremony, and her grandmother sang on a few occasions. Though neither her mother nor her
grandmother were ashamed of being Native, neither of them opened up about it or seemed to
know much about the culture. Most of what she learned past that was through researching the
topics herself. She borrowed several books from the University of Oklahoma about the
Potawatomi, but the rest of the information she learned was generically spoken of as though it
was a lesson taught to all Native Americans and not solely a Potawatomi tradition.
Have you noticed an improvement in the CPN?
Sherry stated that she had seen improvements. She remembered going to the clinics
when she was around 15 and again at 17 and thought that the setup was terrible. Now she uses
the dental services on the reservation and says that it’s one of the best places she’s been to for
dental. Along with that, she has also noticed that the tribe is making more money and is about
to provide more services to the tribal members because of it. The services that she uses the

most being scholarships for education, which now have a much more streamlined process that
is a lot easier to use
What does being a CPN member mean to you?
Sherry Stevens made a distinction that she does think being a Citizen Potawatomi
member makes a difference vs. just being any Native American, but to her, there isn't a huge
difference. She states that this is mainly because of her lack of cultural knowledge, but to be a
Native American of any sort she feels the responsibility of representing them properly. Her
main issues have been that the Europeans brought a lot of cultural ideas like “using the earth
instead of being a part of it”, that she just does not relate to. Sherry wants to change the image
of the poor casino Indian back to the community that thinks 7 generation a head, respects the
earth with all its inhabitants and has respect for their elders. Sherry Stevens hopes to contribute
to this by offering consultation on sustainability to the Citizen Potawatomi Nation when she
gets her Master’s degree.

PROJECT
The project that I have chosen to do this summer is encouraging a Citizen Potawatomi vlog.
A vlog is basically a blog in video format where you can document any number of things. My
partner, Christina Foster, and I are presenting an example of what we would like the vlog to
look like and what it would contain. We have researched logistics on what it would take to have
a monthly vlog, showed the benefits, and talked about the projected goals that I would like to
see this vlog media turn into. I wanted the vlog to contain a lot of the information that will be
covered in the Hownikan so that the news gets to the younger generations. I would also like to
see more infographics so that the useful statistics are easier to understand and more interactive
and applicable to people all over the United States. I want to present these videos in a fun and
energetic way that also teaches. In the example video there is a cultural section that goes over
the topic of naming, which is done by talking to our household elder, Margaret Zientek. I wish
to strike a balance between having statistics and art, government and culture, along with ways
to get involved.
I chose this project because I find connection with the younger generations to be incredibly
important. In addition, while it’s good that people can connect over funny cat videos and
Facebook, I would like to see more of a focus on media that promote art, culture, and tools to
better oneself, along with stories that teach traditions and give a platform for innovation. The
only way we can move people to picking Native cultural media instead of others is by making it
convenient and giving them a community in which they feel like they belong. This is why I
originally wanted to have the media content to be crowd sourced, allowing others to put up
what they feel is important to them and that they want to share. Upon closer inspection, though,
I have found that it would be harder to really have the type of cultural environment that I’m
looking for if we did crowd sourcing.
As it stands right now, the project would sit under the Public Information department’s
umbrella and be done on a monthly basis. I would like to be able to see tribal news broadened
to a nationwide audience and have my siblings be able to grow up knowing about the tribe and
its resources as well as opportunities, even when I’m not there to tell them about those
opportunities. This goes for others as well, and a general sense of bringing in and bringing
together a family that’s been separated by the destruction of our culture.
The first steps that we decided to take in making this proposal and video was to talk to
Public Information about what was actually realistic. After that, we started with writing a script
for the video, looking up numbers for how many people, how much time, and how much money
it would take to put on a monthly vlog. My partner and I then asked Clinton Sinclair, one of the
photographers from Public Information, to help us with the equipment. As we filmed our
prototype vlog, I sat downstairs holding the mic for the video shoot and then went to his office
to learn how he edited his videos and what the whole process looked like.
This media project has made me realize just how long the goals I have for it would take to
really put into practice. But this adventure has made me believe even more in the necessity of
having an online vlog and expanding upon that vlog to connect and inform the younger
generations of our cultural heritage. We have so many culturally significant stories, and most

people don’t even know what a Citizen Potawatomi Indian is, so we have to spread our
knowledge of tradition.
I have also learned how important it is for the Citizen Potawatomi Nation to have quality
media and content. The Citizen Potawatomi Nation has to fight all the time to just be respected,
and the people who fight care immensely about what they do, so everything that the Citizen
Potawatomi Nations produces has to be comparable to anything that may be thrown at them. I
now feel like it is my job to stand up for the Citizen Potawatomi Nation and fight to keep our
culture and traditions alive.

REFLECTION
This program and the tribe's traditions focus greatly on self-reflection, for which I am
thankful. Taking part in the talking circles every week has been an amazing experience and a
tradition I will bring back to my own house when I return home. Giving everyone in the program
the chance to let their hearts talk has brought us closer together, making these five weeks that
we’ve gone through so far feel like a few seconds of complete happiness. In this community, I
have felt safe and loved for who I am. I did have my own reservations about coming to this
program though, thinking it would be strict and I wouldn’t be allowed to be myself while here, I
was proved extremely wrong.
At the beginning of the summer, I had very little knowledge of how our tribe was set up
and how our government functioned. I knew little about our traditions and most of the time I
lived my life without thinking about my tribe at all. These facts are why I applied to this program
and why I decided to attend it. As someone who has grown up around local city councils though,
visiting the self-governance department put me in awe when understanding how much power
over ourselves we have fought for and actually gotten. I am still working to understand the
complicated and intricate relationship that we have with the state and federal government,
along with all of the legal fights that we have today. The loyalty and passion I’ve seen in the
Citizen Potawatomi Nation’s government officials have been an example that many of the
United States elected officials should follow. An example of this was when my peers and I went
through hypothetical situations that dealt with the government handling business problems and
relationships. The self-governance office told me that standing up for the people you make
contracts with is the best solution, to honor their word, which shows the tribe’s values well.
Something else that I find really unique about this tribe and the employees that work
here is the ability to wear so many different hats at work and still just be a human being when
they come home, able to look at people like people. Much like the Potawatomi language speaks
of animal and plants as being alive. The balance between the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, as a
whole, acting like a family, a tribe, and a business is something that I believe has bled through
from our cultural past. We can take on each role as needed and are not as constricted by a
hierarchy, unlike much of the United States government. I will take these as lessons for a
successful person and a professional life, as well as teach them to my siblings and peers as we
all develop into our places in life.
The environmental department was really good for me to visit and job shadow in
because it’s the field of work I hope to pursue after college. I talked to Micah Isaacs and Jeff
Tompkins for several hours and absolutely enjoyed myself. Riding around looking at water
testing sites, talking about the recycling plans, and the installation of the aquatic filtration
systems was really encouraging and informational. It is inspirational to see the grass roots
startup of programs that I’ve come to take for granted. I now plan to go back to my campus and
talk to the administration about implementing a better recycling program. I was also really
inspired by the sweat lodge and will be talking to my campus’s Native American society about
building one of those. Without the experiences and contacts, I’ve made within this program,
none of this would be possible.
Another amazing moment this summer was going to visit the courts and listening to
Judge Phil Lujan give us a history of the Citizen Potawatomi courts. The stories and the way in
which he told them made me feel like I was culturally connected and teleported back to sitting

next to a bonfire listening and learning from my elders. That moment, along with meeting Jim
Collard, the chef of the police department, also really helped to change my negative
perspective on people who enforce the law. Everyone that I’ve met seems to really understand
that people are people and we all have flaws.
The other place that I job shadowed at was the eagle aviary. I picked the aviary because
when we went to visit them, I was so deeply moved by the stories Jennifer Randell told and the
connection with the eagles that I felt. The ladies there are beyond devoted to the eagles and
honoring their late mother. And because they were able to be so open with their history and
passion I had the ability to be closer to the eagles and gain a sense of connection to my family
members who have passed away. Being here, in general, has helped me to grow spiritually and
rebuild the connection to my elders that I felt when I was younger.
When I was told I could attend a sweat lodge, I was excited and ready to rekindle that
spiritual connection that I had felt like I had lost. Walking into that lodge made me realize I had
not really known what I had signed up for as far as heat. I was so happy that I did it though, and
even more thrilled that I could finish it with Kabl, who is now my life sponsor. Because of things
like this, I felt so comfortable that I asked Randy Bazhaw to name me this summer. The naming
ceremony was an amazing experience, and I have been honored with the name Watebgya, which
means “leaves changing color”. I hope to learn the process of the naming ceremony so that I can
be there for my siblings in the case that they would honor me with finding their names. I look to
continue the Citizen Potawatomi traditions in my home and by example, and I will be contacting
my elders here to keep in contact and to learn as much as I can from them. I have come from
this program knowing that I have made lifelong friends, met a cousin I’d never known and that I
will encourage my four younger siblings to apply for the Potawatomi Leadership Program when
they come of age.

